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Black hat hackers are far more shrewd than the public’s stereotypical perception of them. They are no longer script kiddies who are trying to impress their social circles, but skilled businessmen with the general aim to profit from exploitative attacks. Very little research has been done on how the cyber-criminals involved make decisions based on profit margin calculations.

The dark net provides the perfect environment to commit cyber crimes without being tracked down by law enforcement. An entire economy has emerged in the dark net as a result of transactions of illegal goods and services supported by cryptocurrencies. The social structure of the members in the dark net is strong enough to survive any intrusions made by law enforcement.

The dynamic shifts in the field of cyber security has encouraged many researchers to propose different methodologies that capture the true intent of an attacker. In this report, a netnographic study was done to obtain data useful for threat predictions and attacker profiling. This included observations of the online marketplaces in the dark net and the researcher’s reflections on the social communications between the different actors involved in the creation and distribution of ransomware. Data collected from this study was also used to deduce a cost-benefit framework.
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Glossary

**Bitcoin**: A type of cryptocurrency.

**Carding**: The practice of stealing and selling credit card information

**Botnet**: Network of connected devices that coordinate together to perform a task

**Clearnet**: Segment of the World Wide Web that is accessible

**Cryptocurrency**: A currency that uses decentralized blockchains to avoid surveillance. Used by dark net members for transactions and to receive ransom

**Cryptomarket**: Online marketplace that uses cryptocurrencies as the media for transactions

**Cybercrime**: Computer-mediated crime

**Dark Net**: A segment of the deep web that is used for to host hidden services

**Deep Web**: A part of the World Wide Web that is not indexed, therefore not discoverable by search engines

**Doxx**: Giving out personal information

**Drops**: Locations to meetup to receive illegal packages, not the place of residence

**Escrow**: The involvement of a neutral third party to make sure that the purchase money will reach the vendor when the buyer has fully received the product or service

**Finalize Early (FE)**: Release of escrow funds before buyer conditions have been met. This only benefits the vendor as it avoids the risk of cryptocurrency influx
**Fullz**: A person’s entire data cluster (Name, address, SSN, DOB, Phone, Email etc.)

**Multisignature**: Multisig for short, is an authorization method in which requires multiple keys to authorize a transaction.

**Malware**: Software created to maliciously disrupt activity and access to a device.

**Netnography**: Ethonographic research methodology taking place on the internet

**Ransomware**: Type of malware that blocks access to a device, the perpetrators promise to unlock it in exchange of a ransom.

**Ransomware-as-a-Service**: Type of Software-as-a-Service with support for malicious ransomware instead of a software

**Script Kiddies**: Premature individuals with basic hacking skills. Are capable of coding, but can only write weak malicious software

**Surface Web**: Another term for clearnet
INTRODUCTION

This Chapter presents the motivation behind this research study, the questions imposed and the methodology used to answer these questions. The end of this chapter summarizes the structure of this thesis.
Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

There are over 100 different sources of data on cybercrime, yet the available statistics are still insufficient and fragmented; they suffer from under- and over-reporting, depending on who collected them, and the errors may be both intentional (e.g., vendors and security agencies playing up threats) and unintentional (e.g., response effects or sampling bias)

– Anderson et al., Measuring the Cost of Cybercrime [4]

Security threats have evolved throughout the years as enterprises and individuals are increasingly relying on computer-based systems. The internet and modern day digital currency also offer a safe network for cybercriminals to carry on with their illegal activities unidentified. Observing these activities up close can help identify cost trend analysis of the services provided by the cybercriminals in the hidden segment of the internet. The latest service being Ransomware, a malware used to extort victims into giving money in exchange for access to their files on the hacked device. Ransomware spread globally at unforeseen heights and was labeled as one of the greatest threats in cybersecurity. The miscreants behind the malware work in an organized manner in the hidden dark net.

The dark net, or dark web is a subset of the deep net/web. What distinguishes any website in the deep web from that on the surface web is that it is not indexed, and therefore, cannot be accessed through most commercial search engines such as Google. The dark net includes websites that are intentionally created in this secret space on the grounds of privacy. Surface web or clearnet refers to the segment of the internet that includes indexed websites. Indexed websites can be easily tracked and the location of the hosting servers are open for the public. Individuals or organizations who wish to conceal their identity or location would host their websites in the dark net as a hidden service with a URL ending with .onion.

Criminals have taken benefit of the anonymity feature of the dark net to hide their illegal activities. The criminal acts offered through hidden services range from drug trafficking to hacking services. Transaction funds are channeled with the help of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin due to its anonymity. In 2001, Silk Road was hosted as a hidden service on the dark net as the first underground marketplace, also known as cryptomarkets for its reliance on cryptocurrency. It took the same format as commercial e-shopping websites on the clearnet such as e-Bay and Amazon, but instead, sells drugs, narcotics, fake IDs among other illegal products with prices listed in Bitcoins. When Silk Road was shutdown by law enforcement agencies, other marketplaces were created with the same business model and infrastructure.

The rise of cryptomarkets triggered interest in cybercriminal enterprise taking place in the dark net. Analysis of dark net markets has offered a better understanding of underground ecosystem and its social structure. Examples of such research is [14], who used crawling mechanisms to collect data from the now terminated Silk Road. Analysis of the gathered data presented insight on the categories sold in the marketplace, popularity of vendors and their products and also regional distribution of product shipment. This research was
then sought as a point of reference for other studies centered around cryptomarkets which also used crawling as method of collecting data [20], [18]. More external shocks began to emerge, which involved exit scams by cryptomarket owners [41].

What is even more intriguing is the resilience of dark net marketplaces. Silk Road has been a very successful trade in the dark net community and many other marketplaces started to follow the lead. When Silk Road was shut down, the activity in the dark net was not hindered. Members in Silk Road migrated to another marketplace called Silk Road 2.0. This was not managed by the same board that controlled Silk Road, but a new board of administrators that seized the opportunity prior to Silk Road’s termination. Research has shown that this phenomena occurred several times in many other shut downs [51].

Professional cybercriminals’ main incentive behind their attacks is to gain substantial profits. An attack is not worthy of developing and distributing if it is not a profitable exercise. Ransomware became a successful phenomena as a means of extortions. Hospitals and government offices were targeted, leaving them with no choice but to pay the ransom. Ransomware threats are on the rise and new variants of the malware are continuously discovered. Unfortunately, many organizations that have been attacked by ransomware refuse to publicly share vital information due to several reasons. Bad publicity can have a negative influence on their position in the financial market. Organizations may also have weak legislative action to defend the firm from consumer right breach. Nevertheless, economic analysis of ransomware and cybercrime have been presented before in research. An economic model was put forth based on the victim’s willingness to pay [27]. In another study, the cost of ransomware was determined based on the complexity of the vulnerability the malware is exploiting [39].

Seldom has the issue of the ransomware economy in the dark net been raised by the research industry. Cyber security firms and law enforcement agencies dominate research in ransomware-as-a-service provided in the dark net. This results in statistics and figures presented with some bias. Take for instance, in October of 2017, a prominent cyber security firm called Carbon Black issued a report claiming that the sales of ransomware in the dark net will increase by 2500% [8]. The legitimacy of these numbers are in part questionable. The vast amount of information available on the dark net makes it difficult to give out precise analysis. In addition to that, the volatility of cryptocurrencies leads to miscalculations of profits and costs incurred. As a consequence, the possibility and scalability of future attacks can be challenging to estimate.

This claim has been supported by other empirical studies about the economy of cybercrime. Many of them call attention to the importance of cryptomarket research [6, 4, 49, 14]. Offering a more precise and unbiased representation of the cybercrime economy with respect to ransomware is the main motivation behind this research. This can contribute to the field of threat intelligence by apprehending the attacker’s incentives and actions.

Ritter [49] presented five approaches to examine the drug market. These included netnographic, economic, psychological and survey research. From each approach, the benefits and expected outcomes were presented.
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Observational study of online communities is known as Netnography [34]. This method of research is good for understanding the social structure of members of the dark net, and their responsibilities behind the creation and distribution of ransomware.

Netnography could also fulfill the necessary factors that make up a business model listed as follows [11]:

- Understand the attackers, their incentives and risks
- Estimate the social cost losses due to cybercrime
- Identify the resources needed to combat cybercrime

Netnographic study has been done before in a study on the activities on Silk Road [6]. The study documented the social structure of Silk Road members, but was discontinued once the website was shut down by law enforcement. Bakken’s research did not focus on a particular category of items sold on the cryptomarket. However, drug related items were the dominant category in number of items, and therefore, were mentioned frequently throughout the report. In addition, the study applied a Deleuze-Guattarian approach to capture how the cryptomarket functions. This approach is irrelevant for the aims of this research, hence disregarded.

In August 2017, a preliminary study was performed on the dark net for the objective of creating an attacker-centric threat model [7]. The study only identified three stakeholders behind the creation and distribution of ransomware from cybersecurity reports. These actors are Authors who write the code which makes up the ransomware, Vendors who sell the ransomware on cryptomarkets and Distributors that infect devices.

Netnography is a suitable methodology for this research since it can capture clusters and typologies in an online community [49]. Netnographic fundamentals include immersion of the researcher in the online community and prolonged observations of the activities taking place. This eventually offers a rich picture of organizational hierarchy of the online community and its communication channels. In addition, we can grasp the economic aspects through observations of the supply and demand value chain in dark net cryptomarkets. Lastly, netnographic methodology is not strictly conformed to one type of online community. It is applicable to any as long as it as the community has a substantial userbase and is rich in content.
1.2 Research Questions

The research questions listed below concern two discrete but loosely entwined phenomenon which is ransomware-as-a-service and the dark net. The first research question hopes to present a better understanding of the devised social infrastructure of the dark net and the second research question aims to express the economic turnover of ransomware-as-a-service

- **RQ1** What are the behavioural aspects of members involved in the underground economy of ransomware in the dark net?
  - *RQ1.1* What is the nature of the activities practiced by the online community within the dark web market forums?
  - *RQ1.2* What are the economic incentives and risks behind the actions of dark net members?

- **RQ2** What is the business model of Ransomware-as-Service?
  - *RQ2.1* What are the cost-benefit estimates of ransomware sold on the dark net?
  - *RQ2.2* What is the organizational structure of the economy of Ransomware-as-a-Service?

1.3 Research Approach

The approach used in this research is mixed, i.e. both qualitative and quantitative methods are used to collect and analyze data. The qualitative methods involved an extensive netnographic study on pre-selected dark net markets active on the Tor network. The type of netnography will mostly be semiotic in the sense that the researcher will not emphasize with the subjects but inspect the intentions and behaviours of the users [45]. The expected outcome is a general understanding of the attacker incentive’s and possible organization structure of cybercrime.

The quantitative approach used was inspired by the earlier research done on cryptomarkets. The aforementioned research papers that involved extensive studies on cryptomarkets have used crawling mechanisms to collect huge sums of data. Crawling data will help capture the dynamic and growing content in cryptomarkets. Since our main objective is to achieve precision and reliability, a triangulation of cryptomarket records (via observations and crawling) could help strengthen the validity of our data. Added to that, capturing records of data from earlier years, can support analysis through time and major events.

The netnographic strategy involves the researchers understanding of the social activities between the hackers that develop the ransomware, the vendors that sell them, and the consumers that buy them. Therefore it has a strong connection to constructivist/interpretive paradigm. Despite the fact that there is very little researcher involvement, it still does not relate to a critical research paradigm because the observations will be presented from the
researcher’s personal perspective. The conversations between the different users in the dark net will be an important source for qualitative data analysis, and researchers may have different interpretations of the motives of the users involved.

1.4 Literature Review

A background study of similar dissertations was performed prior to the research. The outcome of the literature review is to connect some of the findings and methodologies presented by other researchers to the study and its empirical analysis. The sources were retrieved from Google Scholar [1], Scopus [3] and Mendeley [2]. When searching for articles the following tags were used:

- Cryptomarkets
- Cybercrime
- Ransomware
- Economy
- Dark Net

There is a never-ending list of research articles relevant to the aforementioned research questions. To evade any irrelevant literature with similar keywords, research papers were filtered based on the research questions.
1.5 Structure of the Report

**Chapter 2 Literature Review** offers a brief summary of the relevant literature used as references for this study. It covers the basic facts of ransomware, ecosystem and social structure of cybercrime, and the stakeholders classified by other studies.

**Chapter 3 Netnographic Study** explains the *Netnography* methodology used in this research.

**Chapter 4 Data Collection** includes a brief explanation of the strategy used to collect the data, and the type of data that needs to be collected for this research.

**Chapter 5 Results and Analysis** presents the findings of the dark net observations and empirical analysis on the data collected, including attacker profiles for an attacker model.

**Chapter 6 Discussion** is a personal reflection of the research process, mentioning the limitations faced and what were the attempts to resolve them.

**Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Work** concludes this report with suggestions for future work.

**Appendix** Includes interviews of dark net members extracted from external sources [17], excerpts of leaked conversations between dark net and additional screenshots from the dark net.
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Research on the financial and organizational aspects of the cybercriminal communities involved in the development and distribution of ransomware was not prevalent in the academic community prior to this study. However, previous studies on the ecosystem of cryptomarkets and their economic prospects are a relevant source of reference for this research. Other reads included studies on the financial incentives of cybercrime. In this Chapter, these studies have been summarized and the most important findings and research methods are highlighted.
2.1 Cybercrime Ecosystem

According to the European Commission, the term *cybercrime* can be defined as "*criminal acts committed using electronic communications networks and information systems or against such networks and systems*" (European Commission [22]). What differentiates cybercrime from any other crime is that it is *computer-mediated*, i.e. the crime is committed with the use of a software or electronic device.

As cybercriminal offences continue to evolve and more sophisticated branches of cyber attacks begin to emerge, it becomes difficult to identify the nature of the crime, and prosecute the perpetrators accordingly. The rate at which criminals are prosecuted is very slow compared to the growth of cybercriminal offences. In current practice, organized criminal groups can be distinguished into three categories in [13, 22]:

- **Traditional organized criminal groups**: Crimes facilitated with the use of ICT components e.g. identity theft
- **Organized cybercrime groups**: Crimes committed solely online e.g. Banking fraud
- **Ideologically and politically motivated criminal groups**: These groups use internet platforms to incite terrorism and violence or spreading of illegal content

Traditional organized and ideologically and politically motivated criminal groups have been going on long before the commercialization of the internet. Thanks to the anonymity feature of the dark net, these groups are now more actively involved in the cyber space than ever before. The dark net offers a safe environment for members of all the three groups to communicate and exchange ideas and thoughts. The ecosystem in which these cybercriminals perform their activities has proven to be resilient [12, 51]. Taking down a server that hosts the illegal activity will not be an obstacle for these cybercriminals, they will instead migrate to other organized groups.

It is essential to identify the core elements of the cybercrime ecosystem to understand the reason behind its ability to tolerate any external disturbances such as exit scams, or arrests made by law enforcement. The core elements are provided by Kraemer-Mbula et al. [35] and listed as follows:

- International value chains (networks) which link activities and actors
- The changing capabilities that underlie the ecosystem
- The business models that arise from the changing capabilities and concomitant innovations and strategies

For the rest of this section, each element is mapped to concepts introduced in previous cybercriminal research. The global value chain inhibited in modern day cybercrime can be illustrated by classifying the stakeholders. The capabilities of these stakeholders are based on the social structure and how individuals with different levels of skill interact with each other. Lastly, the business model is drawn based on a defined framework for cost-benefit analysis on cybercrime.
2.1 Cybercrime Ecosystem

2.1.1 Stakeholder Classification

The actors involved in the underground economy have different responsibilities and expose themselves to different types of risks. Several research papers have modelled value chains that illustrate the roles involved and the direction of communication and responsibility. In 2007, Zhuge et al. [59] modelled the underground economy by distinguishing the individual actors involved in the underground market economy of China. Their measurements indicated a direct link to public virtual assets such as video games. The model presented is not specific to China but could also be extended to other countries.

The underground value chain was also further enhanced with the inclusion of the type of other roles that facilitate the process of attaining specific services and products such as the design of a faux website [57]. Figure 2.1 shows the general mapping of the value chain of Chinese underground economy created by Yip [57]. The diagram does not conform to a particular threat modelling technique, but simply defines the flow of demand and potential influence among members. The traditional organized criminal groups are only involved in activities that involve physical interaction. The remaining roles are distinguished into several organized cybercriminal groups.

Yip [57] states that the underground economy has a chain of needs that are satisfied by the different skills each group offers. The chain of needs differs based on the type of good and service being offered. An example presented was that of carding services, i.e. credit card frauds. A carder first requests from the bank data stealer to commit identity theft. The bank data stealer hires a malware author to create a malicious software that can steal confidential data from a device. To distribute the malicious software across multiple devices, a botnet herder is asked to employ a series of botnets for malware installs. Once the data has been attained and offered to the carder, the money stolen from the malware victims is transferred or cashed out with the help of a mule or drops. The term drops is also used for individuals that send or receive mail with illegal products such as drugs or guns and weapons.

Another stakeholder classification of the underground economy was presented by Cárdenas et al. [11]. No value chain was provided in this research and most roles mentioned are included in Figure 2.1. One additional role was identified as Malware Distributors who use exploit tools to search for vulnerable devices [11]. The identified incentives can be financial, ideological, political or accustomed to an online pedophile rings [13]. However, cybercriminals today have more financial incentives than political or ideological. This mainly stems from the lack of employment opportunities or low income wages [36].

For this research, the focus is centered around the spread of ransomware via the means of the dark net. Including other services such as carding or distribution of game login accounts is irrelevant to the research questions imposed in Chapter 1. The list of responsibilities provided in Table 2.1 include the roles mentioned in the three studies and are tightly coupled with this research.
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Figure 2.1: Stakeholder mapping of the underground economy chain as presented by Yip [57]
2.1 Cybercrime Ecosystem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero-day exploit finders</td>
<td>Also known as <em>Vulnerability Researchers</em> [11]. Responsible for discovering zero-day vulnerabilities and selling information about the exploit to others who can write the exploit code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware Authors</td>
<td>These individuals extend what has been presented by the vulnerability researchers. They are professional full-time developers that manage to create the malware that takes advantage of an exploitation. They market they release their malware in online discussion boards. There is also a fierce competition between malware authors [57].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware Distributors</td>
<td>The distributors mainly look for computers with the vulnerabilities needed for the malware to work. Vulnerable devices can be identified either by probing the network or employing web-based malware through emails or faux websites (<em>spamming and phishing</em>). The latter requires more sophisticated technical skills and costly resources such as C&amp;C servers [11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website Designers</td>
<td>They are the administrators of websites that attempt to attract users to download the malware. They also try to take advantage of well-known websites with vulnerabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botnet Herders</td>
<td>They compromise computers to create a network of bots or botnet. Once compromised, these bots receive commands from a C&amp;C server to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogue Hosting</td>
<td>Provide hosting services on bulletproof services to reduce the risk of getting caught [11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Mules / Drops</td>
<td>Transactions received from victims are transferred through an intermediary. This intermediary can either be <em>innocent</em>, forwards the funds unknowingly or <em>professional</em> who is clever enough to obscure their identity in the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchangers</td>
<td>Exchanging large sums of cryptocurrency to the local currency can alarm authorities of a suspicious attempt. Exchangers own verified accounts and use their immunity to offer currency exchange services to cybercriminals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.1*: Modelling of individual actors in the cybercrime economy
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**Actor Profiling**

The method used to model the underground value chain in Figure [57] does not mention factors that provide a basic profile for the actors involved the distribution of cybercrime. The estimated attacker behaviour can be applied to an attacker profile template. Templates have attributes/properties that characterize the attackers. A suitable example of an attacker profile template is proposed by (Irwin [31]). It offers a detailed list of characteristics such as attacker intent and objective that can help assume a unique persona for every actor. The characteristics are listed as follows:

- *Unique ID*
- *Name:* Standardized name for the attacker
- *Description:* General characteristics of the actor
- *Relationship:* The actor either has an external or internal relationship with an organization
- *Region of Operation:* The geographic position of the actor and their activities
- *Motive:* The actor may have a specific motive or no motive
- *Intent:* The actor’s intent may be deliberate, malicious, competitive or accidental reasons
- *Capability:* Technical strength and skills of the actor
- *Target Victim:* The type of the industry/individual targeted by the actor
- *Action:* Description of the tools and methods of the attack used by the actor
- *Target Asset:* Assets the actor tries to obtain such as intellectual property
- *Objective:* The ultimate goal of the actor

### 2.1.2 Social Structure

Empirical studies on communication channels among members of the cyber criminal communities demonstrate their social structure. Hackers that cause substantial damages are tightly packed, thus, are efficient in obtaining tools and resources acquired to initiate an attack. Members can also easily improve their skills through peer-to-peer reviews. Holt et al. [29] identified network structures among hackers that facilitate information sharing among members. With that being said, the sociograph shown in Figure 2.2 supports two important findings presented by Holt et al. [29]:

- Highly skilled actors are more popular; they are most likely to know one another, or at least have mutual acquaintances
- Low-skilled hackers outnumber high skilled members and have fewer connections in the network
The communication media among members are standardized and follow a common practice. Europol has listed two types of online communications experienced by a cyber criminal. When information is exchanged, both communications use Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) encryption methods to cipher the messages and avoid their identities getting leaked.

**Criminal-to-criminal communications**

Members involved in the creation and distribution of malicious software use different methods to exchange information. According to (Holt et al. [28]), communication practices differ from one community to another based on their local preferences. Russian members use Internet Relay Chats (IRC) or forums to communicate whereas Turkish peers use instant messaging methods and email.

**Criminal-to-victim communications**

These communications initiate the distribution of malware across several devices. The most common of them being spam email with an infected file attached to it. Social engineering remains a popular method as well, in which a victim is manipulated to install a malicious file or software.
2.1.3 Method of Interaction

The actors in our model might use different modes of communication. Communication channels also differ from one region to another. The main hub of conversation takes place in the dark net. The dark net is a subset of the deep web, a non-indexed segment of the web that cannot be accessed with commercial search engines. The deep web is not only an internet hub that obscures illegal activities. It can also be beneficial for businesses to perform extensive research on their consumer base due to its enormity Obreja et al. [46].

Websites that are similar in structure to online shopping sites, sell illegal goods and services such as narcotics and intellectual property. These websites can go by the name of Dark Net markets/marketplaces, underground markets or cryptomarkets. For the sake of simplicity, the rest of this report will refer to them as cryptomarkets. A popular example of a marketplace was Silk Road, which received a massive media attention when the administrator of the website, Ross Ulbricht, was arrested. There is evidence that these marketplaces have resilient capabilities ([51, 12]). The business model of Silk Road helped other markets to be created by different administrators such as Silk Road 2.0, Sheep Marketplace, Agora and Hansa to name a few. In Sutcliffe and Vogus [52]’s research, resilience is dependent on two critical conditions:

- Exposure to threats, stress or adversity
- Achievement of positive adaption despite the presence of stress

The following technologies cover the aforementioned dependencies:

- Anonymous internet browsing using the Tor and Onion network
- Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoins and Monero
- Escrow
- The vendor feedback system as used by commercial e-shopping websites

The first condition is achieved if all activity is performed in the dark net. Users of these marketplaces choose to be active on the platforms because risk is mitigated on several levels [51]:

- There are no physical interactions
- Superior anonymity is guaranteed, reducing risk of getting tracked down by law enforcement intervention
- Financial risk is avoided through the escrow system which are also adopted in eBay and Amazon ¹

However, it is important to mention that the last point might not always be promising. In December 2013, 7 months after the launch of Sheep Marketplace, a vendor who was active on the site discovered a vulnerability and decided to steal 5400 Bitcoins from the ongoing

¹Escrow: A contractual agreement in which a third-party in a transaction disburses money until the product or service has been shipped
transactions in the site. Marketplaces are suitable for selling the final ransomware product. Making arrangements with other important roles requires a greater level of anonymity and stricter regulations for access. Dedicated communication channels for members within a enclosed organization do not offer access to the general public unless recommended by someone internal.

Based on the mapped model in Table 2.1, we can extract four basic activities in the cybercrime value chain resulting in the creation and distribution of ransomware:

- Discovering zero-day vulnerabilities
- Development of malicious software
- Distribution through exploitation
- Retrieving ransom money

Cybercriminals are naturally successful and confident of their attempts to extort, exploit and steal from their victims. There is no point of interaction with the victim, hence, lack any sympathy for the harm caused. Victims, on the other hand, lack technical knowledge and skill to defend against cybercriminal attacks. Corporate businesses even fail to report an attack for fears of negative publicity. As Cárdenas et al. [11] adds, the reasons for not reporting a cybercriminal attack are:

- Financial market impact
- Reputation
- Damages to the brand of the company
- Legal concerns
- Reporting could increase the potential of getting attacked by other cybercriminals
- Inability to share information
- Fears of job security by the people responsible for securing the businesses systems
- Lack of jurisdiction action

Other victims prefer to comply with the demands of the cybercriminals because it is easier and quicker to get access back to their computers [23].

### 2.1.4 Business Models

The profit margin is a cost-benefit analysis of an economy. Profit margin analysis on cybercriminal activities has been done before but no study has focused on the economy of ransomware-as-a-service. The business of cybercrime offers monetary benefits for very little risk or costs. The gross margin is also high in countries with high unemployment rates and lack legal action (Kshetri [36]). In this case, cybercrime becomes a free-lancing profession with a very rewarding income.

Analysis of the monetary benefits of cybercrime over its costs have been done in contrast with other traditional organized offences. Although the costs incurred in cybercrime are far less exorbitant since there is little to no physical interaction and thus any physical exposure
is eliminated. Other cybercrimes such as trafficking credit cards require individuals called
*Drops* to transfer and receive fraudulent cards.

The mathematical model of traditional organized criminal offences can be reused in cybercriminal offences. In criminology, the choice Equation 2.1 was presented by Probasco and Davis [48]. The equation itself is generic and is used by economists to quantify how cybercriminals weigh the costs and benefits [36]. The development and distribution of ransomware-as-a-service may contain additional incurred costs and possibly more factors that augments revenue. These costs and factors is the expected outcome of this research.

$$M_b + P_b > O_{cm} + O_{cp} P_a P_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

- $M_b$ Monetary benefit of committing a crime.
- $P_b$ Psychic benefit of committing a crime.
- $O_{cm}$ Monetary opportunity cost of committing a crime.
- $O_{cp}$ Psychic opportunity cost of committing a crime such as feeling of guilt.
- $P_a$ Probability of apprehension for a specific time.
- $P_c$ Probability of conviction for a specific crime.

Globalization and technology make it difficult to define and measure cybercrimes. The internet has provided the means for cybercriminals to massive productivity gains without the fear of getting caught. The costs differ from one type to cybercrime to another. Credit card fraud requires a *drop* to record a list of stores that have cashiers that do not pay attention to the legibility of the card. Scamming with illicit and fraudulent bank emails require hosting services and botnets.

One method of decomposing the costs of a cybercrime is to look at the literature used to measure the costs from a victim’s angle. Anderson et al. [4] decomposed the costs of a cybercrime on the victim. A framework was devised to visualize the different costs categories incurred on the victim in Figure 2.3.

The framework uses a straightforward approach to determine the costs, which makes it possible to alter and switch the roles from victim to criminal. Since the goal of this research is to determine a cost-benefit analysis of the underground economy of cybercrime, using the same concepts presented in this framework can help decompose the actual costs of incurred.

### Criminal Revenue

Criminal revenue includes the money paid by the victim to the cybercriminal. For example, the ransom money received by victims to regain access to their device is in fact a form of revenue. The criminal revenue in the framework is considered as part of the
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**Figure 2.3:** Framework for cybercrime cost analysis [4]

Direct loss induced on the victim. In the case with cybercriminals, however, this should be distinguished as a source of income.

**Direct Losses**

According to Anderson et al. [4], direct losses include the money withdrawn from the victim. If the direct losses sustained by the cybercriminal is measured, then any service or product that requires money from the cybercriminal is included in the direct loss.

**Indirect Losses**

Indirect losses represent adversities or decisions taken to combat a specific threat but ended up failing instead. Examples of indirect losses to a victim is lack of effort to patch the computer-systems with anti-malware programs. In the case of cybercriminals, indirect losses can be the cybercriminal’s mistake of revealing an item that could be used by law enforcement to track the identity.

**Defence Costs**

Defence costs are the security measures taken to avoid a cybersecurity attack. An example is the purchase of anti-virus programs, spam filters etc. A cybercriminal equivalent would be security precautions taken to avoid being caught by law enforcement agencies.
2.1.5 Cybercrime in Developing countries

Cybercriminals share a common incentive, which is to profit as much as possible from illegal activities. Organized cybercriminal gangs have implemented well-devised criminal methods to increase financial gains while obscuring their tracks from law enforcement. Geographic locations can offer leverage based on the country’s current financial circumstances and law enforcement potential [37].

High unemployment rates have a direct impact on the choice of individuals to take part in cybercrime. A position in an organized cybercriminal group can offer a rewarding income, with no imposed taxes and no strict work ethical regulations to adhere to. In addition, countries in which encourage students at an early age to take part in STEM courses but do not have enough vacant positions to hire them have an influx of cybercriminal gangs. Two known countries today with such circumstances are Russia and China [37].

Developing countries do not have the adequate resources to fight cybercrimes. Specially when cybercriminals have gained extensive knowledge in hacking services whereas law enforcement can barely strive to arrest traditional criminal gangs. Added to that, officials in law enforcement agencies may be subject to bribes and can favor cybercriminal activity over the law.
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...market-based indicators derived from price information in vulnerability mar-
kets have been proposed as alternatives to threat level indicators for their po-
tential of being forward-looking..

– R. Böhme, Security metrics and security investment models [10]

Dark net marketplaces are coined cryptomarkets for their strong dependence on cryptocurrencies as the medium for transactions. Studying cryptomarkets can offer insight on the economy cybercrime. In this section, a detailed description on the history, infrastructure and research findings is explained.

2.2.1 History of Cryptomarkets

Silk Road was the first dark net marketplace that used cryptocurrency as a mode for payment. Before it, other dark net markets were active, but used other methods of payment. The format of the marketplace bears similarities with e-commerce website on the clearnet such as, ebay and Amazon. The homepage, as shown in Figure 2.5, has a list of categories in which a registered member can buy from with Bitcoin money.

Cryptomarkets have highly emerged in the past decade mainly due to the media’s coverage of the Silk Road shut down by law enforcement officials and the consequent arrest of its founder Robert Ulrich. The business model of Silk Road was successful and helped other similar cryptomarkets to follow its footsteps. The marketplace administrators made a living off the vendor fees imposed on members wishing to attain vendor status and commission fees imposed as a percentage take from every transaction. The turnover from these cryptomarkets have proven to be high for many of the administrators. [14]’s approximates a 1.2 million USD turnover made since it got founded.

Patterns of resilient behaviour towards external shocks such as arrests or marketplace owner theft have been proved by other research studies [51, 12]. Right after Silk Road was shut down, Silk Road 2.0 was founded by a different group of administrators. This was also shut down in an investigation coined Operation Onymous. A while later Silk Road 3.0 was hosted on the dark net. Figure 2.4 shows a summary of the major events.

In some cases, it wasn’t the law enforcement that ended the lifetime of a dark net marketplace. The money stored in escrow was sometimes stolen from the administrators that have access to them. These were coined exit scams, and have occurred with several of the notable dark net marketplaces. The largest being Sheep Marketplace, when one of the vendors detected a vulnerability in the marketplace and decided to exploit it, stealing all money in reserve worth 12 million US Dollars.

Despite exit scams creating the sense of Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt among the dark net community, members of the dark net, or dark netters still persist to use dark net marketplaces. The dark netters are confident with purchasing items on cryptomarkets for the following reasons:
Figure 2.4: Timeline of the major events in cryptomarket history

- Risk is mitigated by other experienced members
- No physical interaction needed to exchange illegal products or services
- A user’s identity is concealed
- The use of escrow helps authorize vendors, therefore, maintaining trust among members

2.2.2 Cryptomarket Infrastructure

The start page of a typical marketplace looks somewhat similar to that in Figure 2.5. The infrastructure of marketplaces may differ from one another, but are based on 4 predefined categories. These types of marketplaces are not only limited in the dark net, but can also be observed on the clearnet.

- **Centralized Markets:** Buyers and vendors of a marketplace store their cryptocurrency money in a single wallet owned by the marketplace admins. The users of a centralized market have a high degree of trust towards the administrators, but several marketplaces underwent major scams in which administrators stole money worth millions of dollars. An example of a centralized market is the New York Stock Exchange.

- **Multi-Signature Markets:** Buyers and vendors also store their money in a single wallet, but this wallet is monitored and controlled by at least three different parties. Money cannot be leased from the wallet unless two of the parties approve. In most
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Figure 2.5: The home page of Silk Road, the first cryptomarket on the dark net

occasions, its usually the buyer, vendor and marketplace administrator who control the wallet.

- **Decentralized Markets**: As of writing this report, no marketplace has implemented this infrastructure on the dark net. Decentralized markets do not involve centrally controlled wallets, but offers *locality of control* principle [9].

- **Vendor Markets**: Many vendors prefer to sell their products and services in a privately owned website. Depending on the capabilities of the team of vendors and popularity, vendor markets can be a cheaper and more secure option.

### 2.2.3 Forums

Members of the dark net marketplaces often face with a specific level of uncertainty. When dealing with users that do not reveal their identity, trust becomes a serious issue. The quality of the goods and services marketed on the website can also be questionable. Forums for marketplaces were eventually created to tackle uncertainties of the cryptomarkets [58]. Previous cryptomarket research have highlighted the importance of including forums to the study because of "*how the vivid interaction leads to a closer community bond that heightens the level of trust*" [6].
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If we look back to Figure 2.5, on the far right side of the page are a set of links that direct the user to the forum page. Every cryptomarket on the dark net is accompanied with a forum of its own. These forums act as a discussion hub in which a wide variety of issues are addressed. Examples of topics mentioned are reviews of vendors on the cryptomarket. Such topics provide affirmation to users who are interested in a particular item but doubt the quality of the product or service, or is uncertain whether the vendor is a potential scammer and can rip the buyer off.

The infrastructure of forums is simple and bears similarities to the forums on the surface web. However, forums do have strict regulations on what topics can be posted and what opinions and ideas are shared. These are regulated by moderators; assigned members that monitor the activity on the forum and ban members that trespass forum rules.

Generally, forums tied with marketplaces do not allow vendors to market their goods or services on the forum. These are eventually removed by the moderator. If the member has posted several banned posts, the user is eventually barred from the forum. The administrator of the marketplace has the responsibility to assign which member is eligible for a moderator position. A potential moderator must have an extensive experience in the marketplace. The overall hierarchy of the forum is illustrated in Figure 2.6, in which the administrators have the greater control of forum content and userbase, whereas registered members have no control at all.
Figure 2.6: Management Hierarchy of a carding forum [58]
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2.3 Ransomware

...we are unaware of any research which focuses on the strategic economic aspects of the interactions between cybercriminals that distribute ransomware...

– Laszka et al., On the Economics of Ransomware [38]

Ransomware has been in the news recently due to its sudden global outbreak which infected hundreds if maybe thousands of enterprises. Very little research has been found regarding the economy of ransomware. As a matter of fact, new research papers are in the process of getting published, but are not accessible at the time of writing this report. An example would be an study traces the transactions related to the development, distribution and ransom payment of ransomware [30].

It was, hence, very challenging to deliver a concise literature review on the economy of ransomware. For the rest of this section, the basics of ransomware is covered. With very little emphasis on how ransomware works.

2.3.1 Definition of ransomware

Symantec best describes ransomware as an extortion racket: a malicious software that prevents the victim’s access to a computer’s functionality unless a sum of money is paid [47]. Numerous reports document the increasing widespread of ransomware on an international scale [47], [8]. The most popular type of ransomware is the encryption ransomware which locks the screen and encrypts all files in the victim’s computers. The lock screen usually includes a message indicating that all files have been encrypted and the only way to retrieve them back is by paying the ransom. A timer ticking down is also displayed to threaten the victim with the deletion of files if the victim fails to pay before a specific deadline. In most cases, payment of ransom is done through Bitcoins 2. Figure 2.7 shows the lock screen of the infamous WannaCry ransomware that hit businesses and governmental institutions on a global scale in May 2017 (Ehrenfeld [21]).

Ransomware has proven itself to be a successful threat in cybercrime, ultimately leading to the growth of the ransomware-as-a-service industry on the dark net. Ransomware-as-a-service, or RaaS in short, is a particular type of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), but offers ransomware instead of software. RaaS can be sold not only by cybercriminals with a qualified skill for coding and hacking, but by criminals with no knowledge of coding (Tuttle [53]).

2Bitcoin: A decentralized digital currency
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Figure 2.7: Message revealing that a computer has been infected by the WannaCry ransomware

2.3.2 Ransomware characterization

Ransomware may apply similar cryptosystems such as RSA and AES, but variants differ in the way they encrypt files on a disk. In 2012, a number of 16 different ransomware variants were identified (O’Gorman and McDonald [47]). By 2014, there were 99 unique variants after a huge increase of ransomware families between 2012 and 2015 (Kharraz et al. [32]). Ransomwares are categorized into different families. This categorization is set based on the factors listed in Table 2.2.

There other minor characteristics that may be included in the ransomware package. These characteristics do not offer a wide range of options such as the aforementioned ones, but they are either included or not. The following are to name a few:

- Deletion of files
- Customization
- Theft of intellectual property
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encryption Mechanism</td>
<td>According to Kharraz et al. [32], ransomware samples can use either customized or standard cryptosystems. Standard cryptosystems are provided by the underlying operating systems platform e.g. Windows. The reason why cybercriminals will prefer customized cryptosystems is to reduce both the risks of getting tracked down or the chance of retrieving the encrypted files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of Payment</td>
<td>From a cybercriminal perspective, the payment made by the victim should not be traced back to the recipient and that the it can be easily exchanged to the local currency [32]. Cryptocurrencies today have proven to secure both considerations and thus, has been used as the method of payment in most cases. However, methods such as prepaid online payment systems or cards are also comment in modern day ransomwares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price listing</td>
<td>The amount of ransom set by the cybercriminals can be a fixed price, or an amount that fluctuates based on a number of factors. Hernandez-Castro et al. [27] claims that the price is tailored based on the victim’s willingness to pay, size and quantity of files encrypted, or use machine learning techniques to categorize victims into either home or corporate users. Price is also tailored to a country’s ability to pay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability Exploited</td>
<td>Ransomware kits exploit specific vulnerabilities. According to Lee and Lee [39], the most common vulnerabilities stem from Adobe Flash, Internet Explorer and Microsoft Silverlight. These vulnerabilities have a price, and cybercriminals usually go for the cheaper for greater monetary rewards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Characterization factors of ransomware variants
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2.3.3 Ransomware timeline

The first ransomware dates back to 1989. At that time, it was not a malware attached to an email that was sent out to a random set of users, but instead a floppy disk infected by the malware was sent out in the actual mail. Once a victim inserted the floppy disk to their own computer, all the files are locked and the screen is replaced with a message calling for a ransom to be paid. Back then, the method of encryption used symmetric cryptography which was easily reversible. Advanced encryption methods in the 90s were not easily accessible due to strict regulations placed by the government. For a cryptovirus to be implemented, it had to be made by a crypto expert. Post-1998, and OpenSSL is distributed across the network. Cryptographic libraries can be easily integrated in the malware made by the criminals. Most modern day ransomware use Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).

Figure 2.8: Ransomware tubemap presented by [50]

2.3.4 Ransomware Economy

Economic incentives from developing and distributing ransomware are high, simply because the revenue is high, whereas the costs of resources and probability of apprehension are low. From the perspective of a cybercriminal, optimizing financial gains have a very high priority. Spreading ransomware may be profitable, but the victim does not necessarily pay the ransom. The victim could also not necessarily be an individual or a small business, but could be a large enterprise that is willing to pay, but the ransom was placed at a low
bet. With that being said, micro-managing the spread of ransomware with respect to the victim’s ability to pay is very effective in increasing financial gains.

Researchers have previously deduced economic models on the profitability of ransomware. Like a threat model, an economic model can be asset-centric, software-centric or attacker-centric. Most papers visited during the literature review were either asset or software centric in which the probable losses of a victim of ransomware or costs of private protection were used as exogenous variables to the model. Since this research questions are more concerned with cost-benefit analysis of selling ransomware on the dark net, mathematical models based on software or assets of the individual are not relevant.

An economic model that was centered around the attacker was presented in [27]. The economics of ransomware was based on the profits attained by cybercriminals when spreading ransomware. One important factor used to reconstruct the presented model was the victim’s willingness to pay the ransom. The profit of a cybercriminal can be equated in Equation 2.2.

\[ \Pi = \sum_{i=1}^{N}(p_i - c)1_i - F \]  

- N is the number of attacked victims.
- \( p_i \) is the ransom amount asked by victim \( i \).
- \( c \) is the cost of liquidizing the ransom revenue.
- \( 1_i \) is an indicator variable that takes value 1 if \( p_i \leq v_i \) and 0 otherwise. Where \( v_i \) represents the person \( i \)'s willingness to pay.
- \( F \) is the fixed cost operating the malware.

The fixed cost \( F \) for operating the malware and the cost for liquidizing the revenue \( c \), although not mentioned in the literature, can be equated to the cybercrime costs mentioned in Section 2.1.4.

One important issue worth mentioning is the value of the ransom amount \( p_i \). The ransom amount differs from one variant to another. Figure 2.9 shows the variety of amounts demanded from the victims. The amount for a single ransomware variant can either be a fixed price for all victims, or fluctuating based on a set of factors. This fluctuation of ransom amount is referred to by [27] as price discrimination.

Price discrimination is when the ransom amount of one ransomware variant differs from one victim to another. Perpetrators precisely calculate and code an algorithm to set an amount based on the victim’s willingness to pay \( v_i \). This mainly depends on the victim’s well-being. For instance, if the victim is from a developing country, the amount is lower than that in a developed country. Another method would be to set a price based on the type of file downloaded. If the victim chose to download a malicious file resembling an expensive software, the ransom amount will be set to high.
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Figure 2.9: Amounts demanded by ransomware perpetrators [33]
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2.4 Applied Methodology in Dark Net Studies

Research on cryptomarkets and cybercrime either implemented qualitative or quantitative methods. The study on Silk Road markets written by Bakken [6] used netnography to understand drug markets and the social structure of marketplaces. On the other hand, Christin [14] used crawling methods to gather large amounts of data to be analyzed through data visualization.

2.4.1 Netnography

In short, netnography is the ethnography of the online communities on the internet. The expected outcome of a netnographic study is an understanding of how members of the community behave and communicate with each other. The researcher immerses his/herself in the community and attempts to interact and experience the environment. Empirical analysis are based on reflexive field notes recorded by the researcher throughout the experience.

Most studies that implemented the netnographic methodology, were examining social media communities on the surface web. Upon searching for netnographic studies on the dark net, only one research paper was listed. The study was concerned with the social and hierarchial structure of the Silk Road Market [6]. No cost-benefit analysis was made on the observations, but interprets the social structure of the users and administrators of the Silk Road marketplace and forum as a rhizomatic structure.

The study presented by Bakken [6] only focused on drug trafficking in the Silk Road market and analyzed the findings from a philosophical angle. Although this research has different goals, the methodology satisfies one of the requirements listed in the research question.

2.4.2 Crawling Mechanisms

Crawling is an automated method of iterative parsing through webpages while indexing and storing them accordingly. Crawling hidden services on the dark net is not new. Several of the papers included in the research review used crawling mechanisms to retrieve data and apply their empirical analysis. What differentiates most crawling mechanisms is the implemented algorithm. A recent dissertation claims that the accuracy of a crawl can be optimized by combining different algorithms [25]. Other studies have used commercial software to assist them with retrieving data from the dark net. For this section, we look into the mechanism used, and not the algorithm.

Crawling a marketplace for an uninterrupted period of time minimizes the likelihood of missing out a vendor action such as changing the price of an item. Prior to crawling any hidden service, there are specific requirements that need to be addressed. First and foremost, the issue of anonymity and security. Crawling for long periods of time can signal a red flag as a DDoS attack to the marketplace administrators. It is best advised to
pause the crawling software/algorithm for a period of 3 days to avoid being caught by the administrators [20]. To gain access to the items sold in a marketplace, one must create an account and login the marketplace.

The methodology presented by the literature differs from one case to another. Some have crawled the dark net with the assist of a software [14], or have written their own scraping code, or have used other open source scraping code in the project. For the rest of this section, a brief explanation of the methods used will be presented along with the choice of crawling mechanism for this research.

**HTTrack**

*HTTrack* is a website mirroring software and an offline browser. It copies the infrastructure of the website, thus, the downloaded content can be browsed offline. The software itself is open source and free to download and use. Crawling with HTTrack can be time and space consuming considering that it also downloads the images and the advertisements. In [20], HTTrack was adjusted to crawl text only and omit any images for time efficiency. In [14], HTTrack was not automated to crawl periodically, but crawled Silk Road once No additional coding or complicated configuration needs to be setup before running a crawl on HTTrack. This makes it very simple to use and little time is needed to go through the documentation and understand its functionality.

**Custom Crawlers**

Research similar to Demant et al. [18] and Ceci et al. [12] have developed custom crawlers to fit their research goals. Several open source crawling algorithms on Github and other source code sharing platforms can be used to extract information specifically from the dark net. One popular dark net scraper is Fresh Onions TOR Hidden Service Crawler which crawls the dark net to find new hidden services and URLs [19]. A Tor website uses this algorithm to retrieve as many hidden links as possible and scans its availability. It is not practical to use this algorithm to crawl content from a specific Tor page, but the hidden service hosted on the Tor network is useful to search for the availability of hidden services. Lastly, it is important to mention that scripts written in python on a virtual OS running Tor comes with its own risks.

**Data Dumps**

Some research use open source data provided by other researchers. In dark net studies, that would be Gwern Branwen [26]. Gwern Branson, a freelance researcher has provided crawled data of 89 different marketplaces between 2011 and 2015. The downloaded data totalled approximately 60 Gigabytes in size and offered HTML pages. This data sounds promising for this research, however, it has some faults. Most marketplaces offer DDoS protection through Captchas. TheCaptchas were sometimes asked randomly during the crawls and would block entry when it failed to solve. Therefore there are instances in
which a blocked page was crawled instead of true content. Added to that, Gwern crawled the websites without images to save time and space. Images could add to the empirical analysis.

In conclusion, crawling can be a useful method for triangulation of cryptomarket records with the netnographic observations. Crawling data can also be used as a backup in cases of a sudden external shock in which the data cannot be retrieved from its source again. Creating a custom crawler can be time consuming, and so it is best if HTTrack was installed and used for this research. Added to that, the data dumps opens the door to the past of dark net marketplaces.
Netnography is a qualitative research that involves the researchers visual perception and reflections of a community of users active on the internet. According to Kozinets [34, p 243], the five common practices in netnographic research are the following:

- Netnography involves participant-observation
- Netnography seeks to describe and theorize the human element of online human and technological interaction, social interaction and experience
- Netnography focuses primarily on data collected through the internet
- Netnography adheres to a strict and widely accepted standards of ethical online research
- Netnography always includes human intelligence and insight as a major but not always exclusive, part of data and analysis and interpretation

In this Chapter, a brief explanation of the netnographic framework used in this study with focus on the five common practices. In short, a plan prior to the research is listed along with the important guidelines that need to be adhered to during the study.
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3.1 Framework

The outcome of planning a process for the netnographic study was a concise framework that can be applicable to the dark net. The factors that attributed to the framework include the ethical considerations, type of data collected, interaction strategy and representation of findings. The framework was created with the help of Kozinets’ proposal of what makes a good netnographic study [34]. It was suitable to use this framework because no other source provided a more detailed plan of how a netnographic study should be devised.

Kozinets’ provides a defined set of phases for performing a netnographic study. Some process levels involve immersion within the community and direct interaction among its users. The 12 phases are adequate enough to use in all netnographic study, but considering the time constraint and ethical complications, it will be tough to stick to the proposed plan. What we hope to achieve with these steps is to merely have a basic framework to apply netnography for novice researchers. These stages are listed as follows:

1. Introspection phase where researcher must give thought to the research questions and the expected outcome from the research.
2. Investigation phase where researcher must refine netnographic study based on extensive research
3. Informational phase where ethical considerations must be listed
4. Initial interview phase, users registered in the sites/forums are interviewed to fulfill research on interaction and sociality
5. Inspection of sites to refine application of study on a set of sites based on evaluation
6. Interaction strategy that outlines the extent of the researcher’s participation within the selected sites/forums
7. Immersion in the site for several days on a frequent basis
8. Indexing data collection strategy to highlight meaningful aspects of the community
9. Interpretation of collected data for a deeper understanding
10. Iterating several times through the literature, previous findings, research questions etc.
11. Penultimate phase where netnography is instantiated using one of these representations: symbolic, digital, auto or humanist
12. Integration research answers with the research questions
Time is a vital factor in the aforementioned phases, and unfortunately, there is insufficient amount of time to achieve a proper netnographic study. Many more limitations are expected to decline the pace and quality of the research, therefore, it is important to refer to the approach and outcomes of similar studies. [6] put through a netnographic study on the notorious Silk Road marketplace before it was brought down by authorities.

3.2 Process

This section explains in detail the phases in the framework and the plan for this research. The last phase has been omitted since its self-explanatory.

3.2.1 Phase 1 and 2: Introspection and Investigation

Introspection is a reflective process in which the researcher defines his/her own understandings prior to performing the research, personal judgments and previous experiences of the study. The purpose of this process is to capture the personality of the researcher and
reduce researcher bias as much as possible. Kozinets proposes a three-question exercise in which the researcher is instructed to answer from his/her own personal narrative.

**Who Are You?** The answer to this question should refer to my personal intellectual curiosity and what unique addition will I present in this research. My intellectual curiosity stems from the secretive attribute of the dark net. Not much is known and my impressions of it is greatly influenced by what is presented by mainstream media.

**What Do You Want?** A better understanding of dark net content. I would also want to gain awareness of the various activities taking place, the immense number of users partaking in such illegal activities and their social cultures.

**Personal Statements** The audience for this research are security experts, researchers and law enforcement agencies. The data I am looking for should be useful to accumulate a clear perception of the business model used by participants in the making of ransomware. Collection of data will be done by surfing the different pages of the online markets and searching for relevant topics.

### 3.2.2 Phase 3: Ethical Considerations

The territory of the internet is vast and involves a wide variety of socio-cultural backgrounds. Research ethics matter and every study has its own principles that researchers must adhere to. Performing a netnographic study on a specific aspect of the internet has its own ethical implications. Kozinets’ connects ethics of netnography to that of ethnography despite its differences. However, Kozinets’ acknowledges that every netnographic study has its own unique environment and hence, may include a set of complex ethical questions.

In contrast, the dark web offers a variety of ethical complications that vary greatly from that of the surface web. A simple example that supports this claim is that most of the activities that are conducted in the dark web are considered illegal on a global scale. Criminal activities include drug and weapon trafficking to name a few. Immersing oneself for the cause of research can be risky at this stage. Referring to ethical guidelines of dark web research can help place ground rules before beginning the study. The provides a set of guidelines. These guidelines can be categorized in the following key ethical issues:

- Public or private?
- Informed Consent
- Personal data, confidentially and anonymity
- Regard for third parties

The circumstances in regards to the aforementioned issues vary greatly in the dark web. An increasing awareness to the activities supported through the anonymity feature of the dark web has encouraged more researchers to look into the ethical guidelines that pertain to researcher involvement in the dark web. On the other hand, there are difficulties in
determining the guidelines as these studies are carried out from different countries and cannot be tied to a specific national jurisdiction [42].

For this research, the ethical guidelines are determined from the Internet Research Ethics presented by the Norwegian National Committees for Research Ethics [24] and the ethical questions presented by Martin and Christin [43]. Both offer examples to what may constitute an ethical complication during a research on the internet.

Research on the dark web comes with a number of ethical questions that need to be addressed, these include:

- What appropriate permissions need to be gained?
- Whose informed consent is needed for the netnographic study of the dark net?
- How involved should we be within the community?
- To what extent should we participate in activities within the community?

The services sold in the markets are publicly posted for all to see. However, the personal identity of the seller is strictly confidential and all sellers go about with their activity using a random pseudonyms. The seller is a suspected perpetrator of a possible crime that may drastically affect organizations huge sums of money and even worst, put people’s live at risk if they target health care systems. Asking for a user’s permission to be a participant of the research becomes a serious task that needs precaution.

To avoid all possible legal risks that could be imposed, it would be best to avoid any contact with the perpetrators. Data relevant for this research can be collected without any direct interaction. This is stressed by Martin and Christin [43] for two main reasons. Firstly, the research after publication will not be pertinent to any proof for prosecution against any individual. Despite the fact that the collected information can be useful to capture the bad guys, it is best advised not to mingle in such affairs. Secondly, there will be no need to ask for permissions because there will be no contact with the participant.

The pseudonyms that these users go by are either altered or not displayed in this report if no permissions will be asked. No data linked to the user’s identity or personal background are recorded or used throughout this research.

Ethics of the researcher also needs to be addressed. When the focus of a research is the dark net, the researcher is placing him/herself in the frontier of substantial legal consequences. Restrictions to researcher involvement in the online community must be listed beforehand. As previously mentioned, there is little to no contact with those involved in the making and selling of ransomware. However, in some occasions, the researcher has the opportunity to ask questions in forums and chats in the dark net. In this case, the researcher must not expose the identity of oneself or give out any personal information.

However, other users of the chat or forums must be informed the purpose of the question. The researcher should then publicly announce that there is an ongoing research study, but no more than that. The name of the institution, participants and purpose of research should not be disclosed.
Other general ethical guidelines that are advised to the general public who wish to wander in the realms of the dark net are also applied here. An example would be to avoid or revoke any financial purchases to products and services sold through the dark net. Other instructions can be easily found in common forums that are made for novice users of the dark net with regards to anonymity. Examples range from installing a virtual machine before browsing or using TOR to subscribing to a VPN service.

### 3.2.3 Phase 4: Interview

The importance of conducting interviews is to study the social interaction experience in an online community in its normal setting. The interview format is flexible and does not conform to a specific structure. However, it is important to address any pre-requirements and eventually design a structure.

Online interviews can take the format of a real-time video conference, instant messaging chats, or even in-person meet-ups. Although the first and the latter are impossible to implement considering that all members of the dark net maintain anonymity, chatting with dark net members on Internet Relay Chats can be the only possible option for an interview. However, the since the identity of the interviewee is concealed, it is impossible to know authorize the role or responsibility claimed by the interviewee. Added to that, dark net members are apathetic to any research made or done about them. In the preliminary study, an attempt to submit private messages to vendors on the dark net was not successful. All vendors failed to respond to any of the messages. The messages included the intent behind asking these questions and were clear enough that the inquiry was for research purposes.

Interviewing dark net members may not be achieved if the research has no experience with dealing in any of the dark net social circles. Fortunately, other researchers and investigative journalists have already provided the public with interviews with different dark net members. Using this as an asset for the netnographic researcher does not only provide information on the strategic roles of dark net members, but it also avoids conflict with ethical implications. Data from interviews can be easily attained with a simple search.

### 3.2.4 Phase 5: Site Inspection and Evaluation

Inspection and evaluation of sites helps refine the application of netnography to a predefined set of hidden services or .onion websites. The process of distinguishing the useful websites and irrelevant ones was done with the help of selection guidelines specified by Kozinets [34, p.168]. These are listed as follows:

- **Relevant:** The content of the website is related to the research study
- **Active:** The website is constantly updated and is accessible
- **Interactive:** Users regularly post on the website
- **Substantial:** The website has a large userbase
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- **Heterogeneity**: The website has a diverse community of participants with a common interest
- **Rich in data**: The website shows richness in data of all sorts of text and media
- **Experiential**: The website offers an experience to the netnographer

A decision matrix was set to compare the different hidden services from each other, and select the websites that satisfy a given threshold. These weight scales for every factor used to rank websites are listed in Table 3.1. The actual table of comparisons is listed in Section 4.2.2.

**Table 3.1: Decision Matrix Weighting Scale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Content of the website is irrelevant to the research study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Some content in the website is relevant to the research study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>All content in the website is relevant to the research study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The website has an uptime status that is less than 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The website has an uptime status more than 50% but is slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The website has an uptime status more than 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>There is no user activity in the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>There is some user activity in the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>There is rich user activity in the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substantial</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The website has no registered members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The website has a few registered members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The website has a substantial number of members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The website only represents one community of common interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The website represents a few diverse communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The website has a wide variety of diverse communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich in data</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The website is not rich in data of all sorts of text and media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The website has some rich data of all sorts of text and media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The website is very rich in data of all sorts of text and media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiential</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The website does not offer an experience to the netnographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The website offers some experience to the netnographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The website offers a personal experience to the netnographer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.5 **Phase 6: Interaction Strategy**

Defining an interaction strategy is the most challenging phase in the framework. The ethical implications, as much as anything, has restricted any proper interaction strategy recommended by Kozinets'. In one example, Kozinets suggests the idea of *NiRWebs*, short for Netnographic Interactive Research Websites. These websites creates an online environs for the users to participate and thus become key informants for the research. An example of an NiRWeb are online forums. They are discussion hubs in which users post questions related to a number of topics within the online community and receive
answers from well-informed members. NiRWebs are effortless to make but conflict with the researcher’s ethical position. Creating an NiRWeb in the dark net is an act of support for the illegal activities of cybercrime.

However, one option remains feasible and does not interfere with the ethical issues mentioned earlier. The dark net does provide already implement online forums, making it easy for the researcher to simply observe the posts and the answers provided by the forum moderators. It also offers the opportunity for the researcher to post questions that can clear out possible misapprehensions of the dark net community and receive answers from experienced dark net members.

3.2.6 Phase 7: Immersion in the Tor Network

Immersion involves recording of field notes and taking screenshots to support researcher analysis. As far as researcher involvement is concerned, the connection to the Tor Network must be secure and researcher’s identity kept anonymous. Accessing the Tor network alone does not guarantee a concealed identity. Extra precautions must be considered when surfing the different .onion websites in the Tor network. A DoNot documentation is a relevant source for those who are new to the dark net [56]. An environment setup was created to protect the identity of the researcher and the institution from any harm. The following is a detailed description of the steps taken.

System Settings

It is best advised to access the dark net on a device that does not contain any personal information. For instance, device username, stored files that contain trackable data etc. Therefore, it is recommended that a Virtual Machine (VM) is installed on the device or a USB configured to browse the Tor network.

There are three operating systems that focus on anonymity, privacy and security: Whonix, Tails and Qubes OS. From these three, Whonix was chosen to be the running operating system on an Oracle VM VirtualBox. The Whonix wiki offers a concise comparison between the different types of OS with respect to network security, web fingerprint, usability and attacks protection [55]. All are Linux-based, but, only Whonix can run on a VM without additional configurations. Tails is recommended to be used on a Live USB or CD ¹, whereas Qubes OS does not work in a VM, but needs to be booted on a separate device. Other commercial operating systems are often frowned upon. Windows, uses key loggers that keep track of the user’s keyboard strokes. Cybercriminals can easily acquire secret data such as passwords from these logs. Mac OSX are often unstable as virtual machines.

¹ Live USB or CD have a distribution of any operating system that can boot and run when plugged in a device
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Tor Browser

The Tor browser is used to access .onion websites on the Tor network. The browser is a modified version of Firefox and can be installed on MacOS, Linux and Windows. However, the connection between user’s device and the destination is kept anonymous but not pseudonymous. The DoNot documentation defines both these terms and stresses out the differences between the two in Definitions 3.2.6 and 3.2.6.

**Definition 3.2.1.** Anonymous A connection to a destination server, where the destination server has no means to find out the origin (IP address / location) of that connection nor to associate an identifier (e.g. a cookie) to it.

**Definition 3.2.2.** Pseudonymous A connection to a destination server, where the destination server has no means to find out the origin (IP address / location) of a connection, but can associate it with an identifier.

To guarantee an anonymous and pseudonymous connection the following must be configured on a Tor browser:

- Use *Bridges*\(^2\) on Tor to avoid being identified by the Internet Service Provider (ISP).
- Do not use clearnet and Tor at the same time to avoid being spotted by services such as Google Analytics running on the background of a non-anonymous server.
- Do not post sensitive information and or photographs with metadata that includes location of where the picture was taken.
- Maximize the screen size of the virtual machine as some CSS’s can retrieve device type from screen width and height.
- Enable the *Forbid Scripts Globally*. Tor can be compromised with a malicious Javascript that can de-anonymize hidden services.

**Virtual Private Network (VPN)**

A VPN offers a secure connection that is encrypted and are provided through private tunnels that cannot be open for surveillance. VPN does not necessarily anonymous, but it does reinforce privacy and security. Selecting a VPN service was based on DeepDotWeb’s comparison chart of the different VPN services [16]. IPVanish was ranked as the best for its anonymous configurations and its support for P2P BitTorrent traffic. However, many seem to argue that IPVanish as a company that headquarters in the USA, must hand in logged data to the NSA and FBI. In the end, there was no other suitable VPN for our needs, and therefore configured the VPN to an IP address in the US.

---

\(^2\)Tor Bridge relays are non-public alternative entry points
PGP Encrypted Messages

When communicating with members in the dark net, it is best advised to encrypt the content of the messages with PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) before sending it. The encryption program was developed by Phil Zimmerman in 1991 and since then, has been considered one of the toughest encryption programs. Law enforcement agencies have expressed how difficult it is to decrypt messages that could be useful for prosecution.

Many of the members in the dark net have made it clear that they will not respond to messages if they are not encrypted. Therefore, a public and private hash key was generated to encrypt and decrypt messages in private chat.

3.2.7 Phase 8: Indexing Data Collection

There are three forms of data in a netnographic study:

- Previously recorded and *archival data*. These are data collected from other researchers that are relevant for the interpretation of current social interactions in the online community.
- The researcher’s own impression of the social interaction in the online community is labeled as *elicited* or *co-created* data. This includes the researcher experience of surfing the webpages.
- Data created by the researcher is labeled as *produced* data. Reflexive notes are the personal reflections of the researcher upon observing the interactions among community members.

In Chapter 4, the data collection phase is addressed in more detail.

3.2.8 Phase 9: Data Interpretation

Kozinets [34] describes two different ways to interpret the data collected from netnographic study:

- *Analysis* which is breaking phenomenon down into its component parts.
- *Hermeneutics* which is rendering the human aspects of the observations as a whole.

The aim of the data interpretation is to search for feasible answers for the research questions. In reference to *RQ1.2*, the analysis should include a cost-benefit analysis of the sale of Ransomware-as-a-service. The components needed to perform this analysis is the costs inferred on the creation of ransomware and the revenue received.

On the other hand, understanding the nature of activities and incentives in the dark net is best analyzed using Kozinets’ proposed hermeneutics. The process involves data contextualization of the forum posts and interview data and using textual analysis tools such as a
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word cloud generator to decode a given text. The analysis and hermeneutics the collected data is presented in Chapter 5.

3.2.9 Phase 10: Iteration

Iteration process involves the reexamination of the concepts and theory mentioned in the literature review, the findings and research questions to avoid getting too absorbed in irrelevant content in the online communities. There was no particular structure for how often this iteration occurred. This phase has a significant impact if the timeline of the netnographic study was longer.

3.2.10 Phase 11: Netnographic Representation

Kozinets [34, p. 244] points out four types of netnography for representation. The types add more to the study and then simply being an observational netnography. Each type represents a research direction. Pre-defining the type of netnographic representation based on the research questions is essential for the design decisions of the results and research observations. The four types are listed in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>Deployment of digital tools to analyze and visualize the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic</td>
<td>The purpose of the netnography is to seek an understanding of how cultures and communities are emerging through online websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Auto-netnography is retrieved from auto-ethnography in which the study is made on the researcher’s own people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanist</td>
<td>Hermeneutics is the main methodology behind this representation. Observing the data from</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: The four types of netnographic representation

From the four types, the best suited two are digital and symbolic. The reason behind it is best explained with the help of the diagram in Figure 3.2. The research approach mentioned uses a triangulation of data sources, both crawled data and netnographic observations. This is comparable to the complementary analytic field focus as represented in the diagram.

The crawled data is attained from the deployment of digital tools, consequently, will be represented with the help of visualization tools. The netnographic observations present how the dark net members communicate and interact through forums and other hidden services. Finally, the research is not limited to the researcher’s interaction with the community, but also encompasses all members of the online community and is thus global and not local.
Figure 3.2: The four types of netnographic processes
DATA COLLECTION

In theory, there are three types of netnographic data; the collected, co-created, and produced [34]. They conform to two key categories which are archival and communicative. The collected data is information stored or archived by other researchers or scientists. The co-created data is generated when the research is practiced in the online social environment through communication and elicitation with individuals. The produced data is the output of the researcher’s reflections, analysis and interpretation of the co-created data. The form of this data is presented by reflexive field notes solely written by the researcher conducting the netnographic study. This Chapter will focus on every form of data, describing how and where was the data collected from.

4.1 Archival Data

Archival data includes data collected by previous research studies and are relevant to the scope of this research. The data can be useful to compare trends and statistics over time. Researcher immersion in this study was limited to two months scouring the dark net marketplaces. Having data collected for several years can give a better researcher perspective and input on the dark net ecosystem with respect to unpredictable events, also known as external economic shocks.

Common examples of external shocks include the take down of Silk Road in Operation Onymous and the exit scam of Sheep Marketplace in which a vendor exploited a vulnerability and stole approximately $6 million worth of Bitcoins. These incidents show indications of a ripple effect across other cryptomarkets and online communities active
on the forums. Figure 4.1 shows previous research on the sales volume of cryptomarkets across 7 different cryptomarkets. The consequences of Silk Road’s takedown and Sheep’s exit scam among other external shocks can be easily noticed on first glance.

![Figure 4.1: The sales volume of 7 cryptomarkets between July 2013 and July 2015 [51]](image)

Defining the type of historical data depends on the research questions addressed in Chapter 1. To assess the economic impacts of ransomware-as-a-service, the revenue volume needs to be measured first. Information relating to the costs of developing ransomware and price listings of digital good items on cryptomarkets for previous years can be easily retrieved from internet repositories.

Gwern Branwen, a freelance researcher has uploaded the largest data set of cryptomarket activity [26]. This particular repository includes approximately 55 GB worth of data scrapped from over 89 different cryptomarkets and 37 forums between the years 2011 and 2015.

Years 2016 and 2017 were retrieved from another data dump provided by Michael McKenna and Sigi Goode [44]. It does not cover a wide variety of cryptomarkets and only focuses on AlphaBay’s item listings and buyer feedbacks in early 2017.

The last dataset retrieved was uploaded by Sarah Jay Lewis, and it includes item listings and buyer feedback for 2 marketplaces on October and December 2016 [40]. These marketplaces are Hansa and Valhalla and while Valhalla is still active at the time of writing of this report, Hansa was taken down along with AlphaBay in Operation Bayonet in the summer of 2017.

Gwern’s data set of 89 marketplaces and 37 forums also includes a substantial number of deactivated marketplaces such as AlphaBay and Hansa. Searching for cryptomarket
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data dumps was concluded after finding valid and useful datasets. Other datasets were
either focused on insignificant items such as drugs and narcotics or their validity was
questionable.

Historical data was not limited to previous data dumps of cryptomarkets, but also included
researcher participation of previous studies. Unfortunately, most studies conducted on the
dark net were not concerned with the ransomware-as-a-service but the ecosystem of cryptomarkets
that were mainly focused on drug trafficking and other inconsiderable items. Added to that, a common limitation addressed by most researchers is their involvement in the closed social circles of the dark net. High ranked forums and marketplaces acquire references from members or a payment of a large sum of cryptocurrency. In this case, information concerning skilled dark net members was retrieved from individuals that had strong connections and that was not difficult to find. A team of experts on the dark net have published a news website that mainly concerns dark net activity. That website, called DeepDotWeb, includes articles, interviews with dark net members and statistics of cryptomarkets and forums. It also hosts a Q&A forum that is open for the general public. The interviewed dark net members are cryptomarket administrators, vendors, former dark net carders, or developers to name a few. Their most popular interview which gained attention from journalists was with the developers behind the RaaS Tox.

DeepDotWeb: What is Tox?

Tox Developers: We developed a virus which, once opened in a Windows OS, encrypts all the files. Once this process is completed, it displays a message asking to pay a ransom to a bitcoin address to unlock the files.

DeepDotWeb: How do I make money with Tox?

Tox Developers: You can subscribe (no mail or other shit needed) and create your virus. You will have to decide the ransom to unlock the files. Once you have downloaded your virus, you have to infect people (yes, you can spam the same virus to more people). How? That’s your part. The most common practice to spam it as a mail attachment. If you decide to follow this method be sure to zip the file to prevent antivirus and antispam detection. The most important part: the bitcoin paid by the victim will be credited to your account. We will just keep a 30% fee of the income, so if you specify a 100$ ransom, you will get 70$ and we’ll get 30$, isn’t this fair?

DeepDotWeb: Are you serious?

Tox Developers: Yes, why not? This is the best way for us to infect a lot of people and make a lot of money.

DeepDotWeb: Am I safe?

Tox Developers: Sure, as long as you use tor and don’t use personally identifiable information: we don’t need to know you, and you don’t need to
know us. The only thing we’ll ask you is the bitcoin address to withdraw your part.

**DeepDotWeb:** Are you going to steal my profit?

**Tox Developers:** Nope, why should we? The best way for us to make money is having you helping us.

**DeepDotWeb:** Then why aren’t you spreading the virus yourself?

**Tox Developers:** We are! But with you, we’re going to have a bigger income.

**DeepDotWeb:** Why is the file a .scr?

**Tox Developers:** Because in this way people will not suspect anything (who knows what is a .scr?). If you wish, you can change it to .exe it’ll work the same.

**DeepDotWeb:** How does the virus look?

**Tox Developers:** Sexy. The virus has a .src extension (same as .exe files) and it has the icon of a word document, so the victim won’t be suspecting anything.

**DeepDotWeb:** Will you actually decrypt the files once the ransom is paid?

**Tox Developers:** Yes, we will. We want people to trust us, so that more people will pay the ransom.

**DeepDotWeb:** How do I withdraw the money?

**Tox Developers:** In the virus section you can monitor the status of all your viruses. When you have bitcoins to withdraw, just enter your address and press the Withdraw button
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Communicative data is information retrieved from researcher participation in the dark net. Before all, a set of websites need to be predefined for research immersion. Searching for websites was the first step, then refining the list of websites to a limited set of Kozinets provided a set of guidelines to refine the list of websites based on a number of factors. Once listed, accessing these websites had to be taken with extra precaution for security and privacy reasons.

There are three different communication platforms that are the center of focus in this research:

- **Marketplaces**: Websites made for dark net members to exchange illegal goods and services with cryptocurrency
- **Forums**: Discussion hub for dark net members. Users exchange reviews on vendors, tips to survive the dark net and experience sharing.
- **IRC Chats**: (Internet Relay Chat) messaging system used between individuals and teams to instantly communicate with each other. Users create channels and add or remove other users to that channel.

4.2.1 Site Search

The sites were gathered from different sources available on the dark net. These include, Reddit, Deep Dot Web and DNStats. Prior to 22nd of March 2018, Reddit offered several subreddits that offered posts concerning dark net marketplaces and activity. These subreddits also offered advice for people are new to the dark web. The advice would cover important matters such as how to access the dark web, installation procedures, security requirements to avoid getting caught etc. By the end of March 2018, Reddit began banning all dark net marketplaces in an attempt to crackdown on illegal activity or any activity that supports illegal activity. However, Reddit was not a major field site for this research, and was only acquired to retrieve the onion links of the most popular dark net marketplaces.

Another useful website was DeepDotWeb. It offered an extensive list of all the cryptomarkets with their onion URLs, user rating and a short description. If a cryptomarket was taken down, it will listed as a **Dead Market**. Some cryptomarkets were taken down by law enforcement agencies, but others were from other hackers, exit scams or an unknown reason.

4.2.2 Site Selection

Dark net websites that have URLs ending with `.onion` were refined based on a selection criteria prior to the netnographic study. This puts more focus on the research goals by defining boundaries for the search field.
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Based on the factors mentioned in Phase 5: Site Inspection and Evaluation in Chapter 3, a decision matrix was set with the weighted rankings to select the top 3 cryptomarkets and top 3 forums. The list of cryptomarkets and forums was retrieved from DeepDotWeb list of top dark net websites. The decision matrix for marketplaces and forums are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site/Factors</th>
<th>Relevant</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Interactive</th>
<th>Substantial</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
<th>Rich in Data</th>
<th>Experiential</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dream</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall Street</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlusconi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point Tochka</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympus</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapture</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannazon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1: Selection of the top 3 cryptomarkets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site/Factors</th>
<th>Relevant</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Interactive</th>
<th>Substantial</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
<th>Rich in Data</th>
<th>Experiential</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OnionLand</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Answers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The HUB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNM Avengers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntelExchange</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dread</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.2: Selection of the top 3 forums**
4.2 Communicated Data

Dream Market

Dream Market began in late 2013. Reviews on DeepDotWeb show general approval and support of the website. Its average rating exceeds 4 out of 5 stars. It has been under DDoS attacks, but administrators were successful to regain access of their market with the help of mirror links. Dream market received a great number of new users when AlphaBay and Hansa was taken down. The products sold on this cryptomarket varies from illegal drugs to digital goods such as carding services. RaaS items are not substantial, but many exploit kits used to make ransomware is sold. Figure 4.2 shows a screenshot of a RaaS search on the marketplace.

At the start of this research, Dream Market was properly functioning and was preferred more than other marketplaces because it was not slow and offered similar content. It
also integrated a new feature that encourages more vendors to register profiles. For every vendor profile, the vendor’s AlphaBay ranking was listed. This ultimately provided the vendors the chance to maintain the high reputation they have gained even after a marketplace was shutdown. Buyers, on the other hand, would base their vendor trust not only on the Dream market rating but also the previous rating on AlphaBay. It is unclear how this was managed, whether the administrators were in contact with the AlphaBay moderators or not has not been confirmed by any authentic resource.

Dream Market’s popularity rose when AlphaBay was shutdown in Operation Bayonet. Figure 4.3 shows the ratio of registered users across time (van Wegberg et al. [54]). A spiked increase in the number of registered users begins mid-July, when Operation Bayonet was successful.

Figure 4.3: The sharp increase of registered users on Dream Market after AlphaBay has been shutdown [54]
4.2 Communicated Data

Wall Street Market

Another popular marketplace is Wall Street Market. It has a reputation similar to that of Dream, but on many users have complained that it sometimes has a slow loading time. It ranks high in anonymity and security because it offers Multisignature transactions, and PGP encrypted login. It has multi-lingual support and is available in English and German. Aside from Bitcoin, it also accepts Monero, but some vendors may choose to define the purchase to a particular cryptocurrency.

![Wall Street Market](Figure 4.4: Screenshot of a search on ransomware on Wall Street Market)

The variety of goods sold on Wall Street Market range from drugs and hash to carding services. Services related to cyber threats and trading of intellectual trading are offered on Wall Street. Most of the bots and malware services are RaaS, and some of the security software are paid tutorials on how to become a hacker or how to develop exploitative code for beginners.
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Berlusconi Market

Berlusconi is a small marketplace that is growing quickly with an expanding userbase. Drug and narcotics dominates in the list of categories with the number of items. It also promises users with security against scams with the help of escrow services. However, being a small market does have its troubles. Some users complain that support by the administrators is slow and, in some cases, fail to reply to their complaints. These users have openly expressed their frustration in the comments on DeepDotWeb. Figure 4.5 shows a search on the RaaS items on the marketplace. Prices are listed in Euros but purchases of items can be done with the help of Bitcoin and Monero.

![Figure 4.5: Screenshot of a search on ransomware on Berlusconi Market](image)
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4.2 Communicated Data

OnionLand Forum

OnionLand is one of the prominent forums that are currently active and rich in content. The moderators of the forum claim to have an experience in dark net activities and are very responsive to questions posted on the forum. The highest ranked moderator on the forum has created a set of classes or tutorials for new dark net members or members who are trying to improve their survival strategy in the fierce competition against other vendors. What makes this forum unique and useful for this research the interactive environment and the relevance of the posted tutorials.

![Screenshot the categories in OnionLand forum](image)

Figure 4.6: Screenshot the categories in OnionLand forum
Hidden Answers Forum

The Hidden Wiki is also another public forum created by the same team that offered The Hidden Wiki. The Hidden Wiki is a Wiki of all the list of .onion hidden services and IRC chats. The categories cover a wide range of topics, from security and cryptoanarchy to relationships and food and cooking. It also supports multiple languages including Spanish, Portuguese and Russian. The forum implements badges for users, if the user has been a registered member for a pre-defined amount of time, the user can have his/her badge upgraded. Posts can have tags to represent the topic of discussion. The most popular tag was money with 2,564 posts as shown in Figure 4.8. Ransomware was not one of the most popular topics of discussion in the forum and had a low number of posts as low as 79. Figure 4.7 shows the home page of the forum with the list of categories.

![Figure 4.7: Home page of the Hidden Answers](image-url)
**Most popular tags**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>money</td>
<td>2,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hacking</td>
<td>2,045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>help</td>
<td>1,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hook</td>
<td>1,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cc</td>
<td>1,026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drugs</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carding</td>
<td>926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitcoin</td>
<td>912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tor</td>
<td>838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scam</td>
<td>666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paypal</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>info</td>
<td>541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>market</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>links</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deepweb</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>info</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legit</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>card</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cards</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>security</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>porn</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weed</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linux</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vpn</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alphabax</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facebook</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.8:** The top 32 tags of posts on Hidden Answers
The HUB Forum

The HUB is also listed as one of the top three forums on DeepDotWeb. It is one of the oldest forums and has a huge userbase that present a variety of discussions. Even more so, are the forum contributors, an additional role in the hierarchy that has the responsibility to answer most of the questions on the forum. One contributor that goes by the name hackerjon has expertise on hacking services and closed circles on the dark net.
4.3 Reflexive Notes

Producing reflective data is necessary to satisfy the symbolic representation of netnography. Notes were written during the observations of the online communities. There is no particular format these notes should adhere to. They can be written with pen and paper using the language the researcher is more comfortable with. What matters the most is that the notes should encompass the experience of the researcher during the study.

Reflexive notes are used to achieve the following points when presenting the collected data [34]:

- Provide an accurate atmospheric overview of the online social environment
- Extend current understanding by presenting one or more unique events that expand our knowledge and increase our understanding of elements, categories, processes, or practices in the community

When there is too much information useful for the research, collected data from the HT-Track crawlers made it easy to summarize it. Data collected was listed in a spreadsheet. The attributes for each item listed in the cryptomarkets is mentioned below. Dictionary of objects:

- Product listing
- Listing title
- Listing price
- Vendor name
- Vendor Rating

The data of recorded will be projected onto graphs and diagrams to satisfy the digital netnographic representation. An overall analysis will give us better insight on the rate of increase in the sales of ransomware on cryptomarkets and how external shocks affects the sale of ransomware-as-a-service. The data content can also provide a glimpse of the organizational structure. The popularity of a vendor and the variety of items sold can be a good asset for both the digital and symbolic netnographic representation.

4.3.1 Method of Data Capture

The previously mentioned websites contain data of a wide range of products and services sold to members, but products such as cannabis and paypal accounts are irrelevant to include in the netnographic study. Therefore, the keywords needed to search for data had to be defined. Since this research mainly focuses on RaaS, it would be relevant enough to use Ransom or Ransomware for our search.

The type and expected quantity of data and how it should be analyzed must also be taken into consideration. Kozinets offers two choices for netnographers:
• Manual data capture using pen-and-paper for collecting small limited amounts of data

• Qualitative data analysis software program for large amounts of data to apply a general analysis

The choice for this research was to manually write observations and field notes since this is a discovery process of the irregular and unfamiliar structure of dark net markets. The second approach also disregards visual data such as videos, images and audio elements. These elements were necessary to present when using humanistic and hermeneutic methods to interpret the findings.

Data was recorded using spreadsheets, field notes and screen captures. Data registered through the spreadsheet was classified based on the service sold, its price in Bitcoins (BTC), marketplace, vendor account name, product description and field notes. Applying these labels to each RaaS could help us to retrieve a general analysis later on with the help of a software program.

The announcement of Dream Market’s shutdown during the netnographic research could indicate the no more data can be retrieved from the website. However, data dumps of previously shut down dark net websites can be easily retrieved here (Gwern Branwen [26]).
This Chapter presents an overview of the data collected, the findings of the netnographic observations and the deduced cost-benefit framework.
Chapter 5. Results and Analysis

5.1 Overview of Collected Data

The data gathered included notes from interviews conducted by the external sources mentioned in Chapter 4 and observations of dark net activities and item listings. Item listings collected from other sources were also referred to in this research. A total count of 196 different ransomware item listings were collected from a variety of cryptomarkets. This section gives a summary of the amount of data collected from cryptomarkets, forums and interviews.

5.1.1 Cryptomarket Data

Data from dark net marketplaces was either archived or from reflexive notes. The archived data included data dumps of cryptomarket sales and buyer feedbacks, publicly posted by researchers. All of the archive data are from cryptomarkets that are no longer active. In Table 5.1, a list of the marketplaces that were included in the data dumps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hansa</td>
<td>Cryptomarket also shutdown in Operation Bayonet</td>
<td>December 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TheRealDeal</td>
<td>Cryptomarket for digital goods, intentionally taken down by administrators</td>
<td>June 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agora</td>
<td>Cryptomarket intentionally taken down by administrators</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Dead cryptomarkets with the dates of the data retrieved for this research

The reflexive notes included screenshots and observational points of active marketplaces. Ransomwares listed from active marketplaces were also stored in spreadsheets with their price tags and descriptions. Aside from ransomware items, other digital goods had ransomware tags, such as hacking services, were included in the data.

5.1.2 Forum Data

From the three selected forums, the Hidden Answers had the most number of posts concerning RaaS. The Hidden Answers is in fact the oldest forum of the three, and comes in multiple languages including Portuguese, Spanish and Russian. The forum is easily accessible and therefore has a huge userbase, covering a wide range of expertise.
5.1 Overview of Collected Data

5.1.3 Interviews

Getting hold of chief dark net members is not an easy task and requires a rich experience with dark net communication. As mentioned in Section 4.1, investigative journalists and privacy advocates such as DeepDotWeb have reached with several dark net members and conducted interviews through PGP encrypted chats.

The interviews provided by DeepDotWeb focus on different members involved in dark net activities. Each interviewee offered a unique role and this role can be mapped to the list of actors presented in Chapter 2, Table 2.1. Most interviewees did not clarify whether or not they had a responsibility in the development and distribution of ransomware, nevertheless, their roles were a perfect match to the description of every actor. The interviews that were used for the empirical analysis are:

- **Market Admins:** Administrators of popular marketplaces
  - TheRealDeal Market
  - AlphaBay (Prior to July 2017 shutdown)
  - German Plaza

- **Marketplace Developer:** A developer that develops a marketplace infrastructure and websites on the dark net

- **Forum Moderator:** A moderator of a forum about insider trading. The forum is an *invite-only* forum.

![Figure 5.1: Number of ransomware related items for every marketplace](image-url)
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Figure 5.2: Number of topics discussing ransomware in the selected forums

- **Former Vendor**: An experienced dark net member offered carding services on the dark net. Was a member of the infamous Shadow Crew.

- **Money Launderer**: Provided laundering services for cryptomarket vendors to cash out their cryptocurrencies.

- **Ransomware Developers**: Developers of a ransomware posted through their own website. Many of the feedback imply that their ransomware is the typical work of a *script kiddie*. 
5.2 Interpreting Dark Net Discussions

Interviews conducted by external sources and forum conversations were the main text used for interpretation. From the forum discussions, we looked into the interests of those who bring up the topic of ransomware, the intentions behind their.

5.2.1 General Overview of Forum Posts

From the forums selected, The Hidden Answers had a substantial number of posts about ransomware. The ransomware tag alone had 79 posts. The questions showed similarities and can be easily distinguished into the categories in Table 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>The poster asks for a working ransomware for sale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create</td>
<td>The poster asks how to start developing a ransomware from scratch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scam</td>
<td>The poster asks whether a specific ransomware-as-a-service posted on the Tor network is a scam or not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Help</td>
<td>Posters that are trying to develop a ransomware and are asking questions regarding the source code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss</td>
<td>General discussions on ransomware outbreaks and news articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author Partnership</td>
<td>Posters that claim that they have a working ransomware and are looking for partners with contact info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution Help</td>
<td>Posters that are asking for advice on distributing ransomware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution Partnership</td>
<td>Posters that claim have a list of contacts and are looking for partners with a working ransomware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrypt Help</td>
<td>Victims infected by a ransomware and are looking for a decrypt key without paying the ransom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Question categories in forum posts

The 79 ransomware posts were categorized into these 9 different question types to understand the overall interest of dark net members. The chart in Figure 5.3 shows the ratio differences between the categories. The majority of the posts were concerned about getting or buying ransomware. The least discussed topic was help on coding a ransomware.

The highest percentage was the acquisition category. This implies that more people are getting interested in easily acquiring ransomware than developing themselves, at least in English speaking forums.
Figure 5.3: Chart of the question categories related to ransomware in the Hidden Answers forum

5.2.2 Ethical and Legal Inhibitions

Ransomware has successfully proved itself to be a good enough fraud for *easy money*. However, some dark netters in the forums have expressed their concern on the malicious exploitation from an ethical outlook. In a forum thread in which a member asks for technical help in coding a ransomware, the response received was labeled anonymous and it says:

“ I doubt I can dissuade you from this kind of moneymaking scheme, but perhaps a less harmful route is desirable? Mine litecoin or some easily mined cryptocurrency on infected machines? Uses some CPU power but otherwise they might not even know, and at worst costs them some power money. ”

The comment was inevitably downvoted. It does not come as a surprise, since it was flagged as anonymous user, this implies that this is not a popular opinion among dark netters. In fact, the top answer was a instructive help on the coding problem. The psychic opportunity costs as mentioned by Probasco and Davis [48] is very high in the case of ransomware, which may influence some dark netters to get involved in less damaging fraud.

The psychic costs are not the only factor that concerns the dark netters, but also the probability of apprehension and conviction. In another discussion thread, a user expresses eagerness to aquire ransomware. The response of user with a high level badge was as follows:
“My man, anything is possible. But don’t do anything dumb or illegal to get yourself in trouble. It isn’t worth it.”

Dumb or illegal is a common expression that is used multiple times in the dark net forums. An entire category that goes by the label OPSEC, short for Operational Security, focuses on security and safety issues for dark netters to avoid any action that is dumb or illegal. OPSEC is costly and the factors that determine its value is explained in more detail in Section 5.5.2. Users of the forums usually exchange ideas on how to combat possible legal convictions. The following answer in one of the threads gives insight on the extent of OPSEC:

“So you want to make it extremely difficult for an adversary to decrypt your data? The answer is not only simpler than one would think, but also preserves convenience. Start out with a minimum of 5 1-64 GB flash drives.

Setup full disk encryption on all of them using VeraCrypt. Use one long password on drive 1 (at least 32 characters) and keep track of the order of them. After the first, start using 64+ digit keys and storing the password for the next drive in the current until you get to the last one. You should create hidden volumes on each drive for plausible deniability. If court ordered to give up a password, you can give the password to the non hidden volume and your secret password placed in the hidden volume will never be found. For disk encryption type, use 3 in the cascade in whatever order you see fit. Research this for yourself. The last drive is where all your data will be. A good practice is to buy waterproof flash drives for the access chain, and a hardware encrypted external SSD for the end device. This will add a 4th layer of encryption on the end of the chain. To take it to the max, encrypt ascending passwords with your PGP key. Hide the access chain, except for the first drive, in random places (if waterproof, outside.) Memorize the first 32+ character key, this step is vital. If you made it through this tutorial, congrats. Your OPSEC is on point.”

In summary, ethical and legal restrictions are an important factor that influence the decision of a regular dark netter to take part in the value chain of ransomware-as-a-service. Some individuals may take part in less damaging activities of fraud or tasks that require storing or keeping of data or items that can be used against the individual in court.

5.2.3 Scam deals

The validity of ransomware sold on marketplaces was questioned throughout the research. Popular marketplaces list the number of purchases of a specific item. On average, all current ransomware-as-a-service items had purchases below 10. In addition, most of the information included in the description are redundant and have no unique deals compared to other items.

Items also lacked instructive feedback. The buyer’s username is obscured when viewing feedback and a 5 star rating plus a comment is presented. In some cases, buyers are open about their experience. Irrational feedback in some ransomware-as-a-service has supported the assumption that these RaaS items are indeed a scam. In Figure 5.4, 5 star
ratings are not detailed in the sense that users do not share their attempts to distribute the ransomware. Those who are outspoken are the ones giving negative feedback.

![Product reviews of two different Ransomware-as-a-items](image)

**Figure 5.4:** Product reviews of two different Ransomware-as-a-items

Vendor profiles in most dark net marketplaces include user reviews from all items sold by the vendor. Although most of the letters in the username of the buyer are replaced with asterisks, its easy to distinguish two feedbacks with the same username. When observing the reviews of one particular vendor with a high rating (Figure 5.5), the majority of the positive feedback came from one user with a username of *d****s*. A plausible explanation is that the high rating the vendor gained, was from an agreement with a user to buy the services and give 5-star ratings.

![The reviews in a vendor profile with a high rating](image)

**Figure 5.5:** The reviews in a vendor profile with a high rating

This assumption was further supported by a question posted on the OnionLand forum in which a user questions the validity of the services offered by software dealers on market-
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places.

“Is there anyone or any vendor/market out there that isn’t a scam)? I mean, seriously!!! I’m beginning to think this whole Darknet is just an urban legend!! It seems so overrated, and to find someone genuine would be like something out of a movie!! Fuck, I’m even beginning to think that TOR is just a waste of space in my hard drive!! I’m not asking for direct links on here, but wrf!! Please give me something to go on, like a legit market or something, gotta start somewhere!! I already know the whole prepaid card market is a complete scam, but what about credit cards? Also, where are all the legit mag stripe card & software dealers, bulk blank card vendors, (maybe half of this stuff I can get on the Clearen) net), dump data vendors and mentors that can collaborate with me and help me learn the tricks of the trade so that I can become a productive vendor of the REAL Darknet Society?? I don’t wanna become another shitbag scammer!! You may ask, "What’s in it for me")? I’ll tell you...BTC, a loyal partner, and a tiny bit of authenticity in a place that’s rampant with the fuckery!!! Now I know that there is no such thing as an escrow site for a referral to guarantee that I pay whoever for info, but for whatever it’s worth, my word is definitely guaranteed that if I do start to climb then those who helped/collaborated will climb with me as well. So please, please help me help you and help provide more authenticity to the Darknet!!! Any help would be much appreciated and will definitely be repayed!!!”

The moderator of the forum responded that the true dark net lies through invite-only spaces. These spaces are either forums or IRC chats that do not allow easy access to the general public. To join these spaces, you either need an invitation link from a member within the circle or pay a fixed fee.

“ The "real" Darknet is nothing more than invite-only spaces and contacts that you acquire through XMPP.

The public space is supposed to be filled with scams and stupid products, because you don’t have to prove your worth to get into the public sphere.

The only way to experience the inner workings is to be able to convince others that you should be allowed into invite-only spheres as mentioned.

If you’re not valuable in any way though, nobody is going to reach out to you.

That’s just how things work. ”

This verifies the fact that most of the RaaS items sold on the dark net cryptomarkets are not genuine as marketed on cryptomarkets. The redundant descriptions and missing variant label and features makes it even more obvious. Notwithstanding that most vendors selling RaaS items are not specialized in ransomware. All of the highly rated vendors that do sell RaaS, mostly sell other services such as carding. Their interest in ransomware emerged lately, but they are not interested in a split deal of the ransom revenue with the buyer. The only way these vendors are making money out of RaaS, is by scamming any ill-informed user who is interested in ransomware.
5.2.4 Invite-only Forums

There were attempts to enter these enclosed circles of dark netters. A forum that goes by the name Hell (Figure 5.6) requested a payment of 0.01 BTC to register into the forum, or get invited by a member of the forum (Figure 5.7). Once the payer posts for the first time with informative input, the escrow is released back to its owner. A bitcoin address for the escrow payments was included in the registration page. Upon inspection, we notice a number of payments into and out of the wallet with similar value. However, the value fluctuates, we notice deposits of 0.5 BTC that are returned, and then 0.3, and finally 0.01.

Privately sold ransomware was also published before when news erupted that the developer of Philadelphia ransomware distributed the ransomware in private chats on Alphabay. The chat was posted on the clearnet when a member compromised the machine of the buyer. The entire chat is in Appendix B.

This adds to Holt et al’s [28] findings that highly skilled members are tightly close to each other through invite-only IRC’s. With forums, new comers have a greater chance of learning and reaching out to highly skilled members. Individuals with limited expertise can eventually learn from their peers once they pay the entry fee despite its high cost.

To earn an invite, one must prove their skills by sharing previous projects. Sometimes the forum board members suspend invitations due to technical difficulties, but continue to be active on the forum. Members of the invite-only forums seem to work in groups and sell their hacking services through marketplaces. This assumption has been backed by the following answer to a post requesting an invitation to the Hell forum.

“Unfortunately, an invite key is unlikely right now.

The forum is going through some changes.
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#### Join to HeLL Forum - Only 0.01 BTC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unique HeLL ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>***********</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Provide deposit of 0.01 BTC to: 16BVuXihWYmFTfjxeGEL5uUEDgy8aZGD

Your deposit will be refunded after your first post or contribution in forum.

**Step1:** Deposit entrance fee of **0.01 BTC** to the address stated in the form.

**Do not reload or close this page !**

**Step2:** Give the system a moment to process your payment. This process should take a maximum of 60 seconds.

**Step3:** The "Awaiting Deposit" button will turn blue and the digits in the form will be automatically generated.

**Step4:** After the payment is confirmed by our server, click "Enter to HeLL" and enjoy.

**Figure 5.7:** Entry fee for Hell hacker forum

We’re in discussions about how to handle exactly what you are asking for.

It’s possible that a section may be created for open sales and such. We’ll have to wait and see what the admins decide.

My suggestion is to go to a market, such as Real Deal. There are several good hackers, including some members of the Hell Crew, doing services there. Ask around the forum there.

Also, there are a couple of hackers that I know on Alphabay. Look up 'FliP'. They’ve been around for years now, since the early days of the darknet. They have a good track record for as long as he’s been around.

You can also post on the classified section of Genesis. There are blackhats for sale, and some Hell Crew there as well. The address: ************.

Otherwise, if you have a specific Hellion in mind, I will send them a message for you. I will not give an invite, however. “
5.2.5  Ransomware-as-a-Service versus Carding Services

Spreading ransomware is a fraud activity. However, it is not the most popular fraud activity, at least in English cryptomarkets and forums. The most popular item sold on cryptomarkets are drugs and narcotics, on average 30% of the total items. Ransomware-as-a-service is usually sold under the Digital Goods or Services category, but are not innumerable compared to other digital goods and services. In fact, the most popular digital good or service is carding, or credit card fraud. Figure 5.8 shows the number of items sold for every category in Dream Market. These items are usually sold in packages i.e. several cards are offered in an item. Other type of stolen accounts are even regarded as part of the carding service such as Paypal or subscriptions to paid services.

![Figure 5.8: Count of items in the categories sold in Dream Market](image)

The carding market was and still is at its highest in English-speaking marketplaces and forums. Carding services are also sold in privately-hosted websites, and there is a long list of hidden services as shown in Figure 5.9 Purchasing carding services has a low risk of getting scammed. The reason behind this is a rule of thumb recommended by experienced dark netters. Usually cards with a substantial amount of money such as 3000 US Dollars are sold for 120 US Dollars. To guarantee whether this is not a scam, buyers ask the vendor to deduct the price of the service from the total amount of money in the card instead of buying it in cryptocurrency.

Unlike RaaS items, the reviews on carding services are considered authentic since they are more expressive and are greater in number. In forums, users take the opportunity to share their experiences with a particular vendor. For example, the following quote from a post in a thread asking for authentic carding services:
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Commercial Services
- CSStore - The original CardedStore - Electronics purchased with carded giftcards, Everything Brand new. Full escrow accepted.
- Apple Palace - low priced Apple Products!
- Gold & Diamonds - Genuine Gold, Diamonds and Rhino Horn shipped from Germany and USA.
- Football Money - Fixed football games info.
- PirateSec - Provides legit hacking services.
- EuroGuns - Your #1 European arms dealer.
- USStolenDo - High quality USA Fake Drivers Licenses.
- Fake Passports - Fake Passports for your Real Privacy and Protection.
- Samsungstore - Samsung tablets, smartphones, notebooks with escrow.
- TorWarehouse - Stolen & Carded Merchandise from around the darknet.
- Kamagra for Bitcoin - Same as Viagra but cheaper!
- Apple4Bitcoin - Cheap Apple products for Bitcoin.
- Onion Identity Services - Selling Passports and ID-Cards for Bitcoins.
- Apple World - Carded iPhones, iPads, Macbooks, iMacs and consoles shipping worldwide.
- Amazon GC 4 Bitcoins - Bring Your dreams to life with these amazing Amazon gift cards half of the price.
- Mobile Store - Factory unlocked iPhones and other smartphones.
- Cards - Credit cards with high balance.
- BMG - Black Market Guns - Guns market to buy guns, full auto assault rifles, pistols, etc.

Figure 5.9: Domination of carding services on the list of privately-owned websites

“I bought a universal CC oft J-Connor on Dream Market. Put it in any ATM and withdraw as much as you want using any 4 digit code. It still works now and I bought it over a year ago. I think they do them for about $100”

Following this finding, a new question aroused, why is carding services more popular than ransomware? As part of the researcher’s immersion in forum, this question was submitted in one of the forums. The moderator responded with this answer:

“Creating ransomware is quite hard and tasking for most people, you don’t need to understand programming to type numbers into a HTML form.”

This could eventually mean that ransomware is developed by highly skilled programmers, but are unemployed or wish to have a freelance job. Countries with a high unemployment rate in computer science positions offer the perfect environment for individuals to join the underground economy of ransomware. As far as English-speaking countries are concerned, ransomware is not that popular. From an interview excerpt with a previous carder, American youths that are below the age of 21 get involved in carding services on the internet to publish fake IDs to acquire alcoholic drinks. Therefore, the interest in carding services in English marketplaces and forums are much popular than that of their Russian counterpart.
5.3 Actor Profiling

Attacker profiling was based on the interpretation of dark net member feedback on cryptocurrencies, forum posts and most importantly the interviews. From this information, we could extract investigative and non-investigative facts that are useful for actor profiling. The factors listed in Section 2.1.1 were used as a framework for the following stakeholders. Not all of the stakeholders mentioned in Table 2.1 (Exchanger and Rogue Hosting) were profiled due to lack of information.

The sources used to create the profiles are listed in Table 5.3 and the deduced value chain is shown in Figure 5.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Retrieved From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
<td>Interview with administrators of TheRealDeal market, a market that sells zero-day exploits. See Appendix A.1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware Authors</td>
<td>Interview with the developers of the Tox ransomware. See Section 4.1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendors</td>
<td>Based on findings in observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware Distributors</td>
<td>Based on findings in observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website Designers</td>
<td>Interview with dark net developer. See Appendix A.3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Mules</td>
<td>Interview with a dark net money launderer. See Appendix A.2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Modelling of Individual actors in the cybercrime economy
**Figure 5.10:** Value chain of the supply of ransomware-as-a-service in the underground economy
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Vulnerability Researchers

Vulnerability researchers are members of the dark net who hunt for zero-day exploits. These offer entry points for the ransomware to decrypt files on a device. These researchers are technically sophisticated members with high expertise in hardware and software vulnerabilities, operating systems and software development skills. Information of the services they offer on the dark web is not publicly available for all to see, but exchanged in invite-only IRC servers. New cryptomarkets that sell zero-day vulnerabilities and offer a variety of hacking services are being hosted on the Tor network. TheRealDeal marketplace sold drugs along with digital goods to attract consumers to the marketplace, but the administrators promised that it will be removed when they have reached a substantial number of users. Another marketplace called German Plaza followed their footsteps and supported multiple languages including German and English.

Table 5.4: Vulnerability Researcher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Vulnerability Researcher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID: TA.A.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: Searches for zero-day vulnerabilities and sells the information to others who can write exploit code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship: External</td>
<td>Region of Operation: Worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive: Discover zero-day vulnerability</td>
<td>Intent: Deliberate, Malicious and Competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability: Advanced coding knowledge and skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Victim: Financial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action: Penetration testing of commercial computer and mobile operating systems and their updates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Asset: Private Key leaks, Undisclosed vulnerabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective: Maintain a high reputation within the marketplace, increase profits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Malware Authors

Malware authors either work individually or in groups to develop ransomware variants. They use information provided by vulnerability researchers to code efficient encryption algorithms that are capable of locking an entire device in the shortest time possible. In the Appendix, a private chat between a ransomware author and an interested buyer is leaked and posted in a clearnet forum. The author attempts to sell a newer version of ransomware with the intention of infecting 20,000 devices. In another case, the authors behind Petya and Mischa ransomware tried to combat ransomware sales by leaking the private keys of their ransomware rival, Chimera. From that, we could devise an attacker profile:

Table 5.5: Malware Authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Malware Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>TA.A.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>Develops the malware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship:</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of Operation:</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive:</td>
<td>Create efficient easily spread ransomware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent:</td>
<td>Deliberate, Malicious and Competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability:</td>
<td>Advanced coding knowledge and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Victim:</td>
<td>Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action:</td>
<td>Writes the source code for encryption algorithm and user interface for customized ransomware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Asset:</td>
<td>Key leaks for rivalries,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective:</td>
<td>Develop ransomware that can spread to many computers as possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Vendor

Vendors can be authors, but some vendors have no knowledge on how to code and probably sell a wide range of products that are not necessarily digital goods. Some vendors offer technical support if there are bugs in the ransomware or the distributor is struggling to run it. These vendors are represented in Table 5.6.

**Table 5.6: Vendor Attacker Profile**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>RaaS Vendor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>TA.V.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>Sells ransomware in marketplaces. Sometimes the developer of the ransomware takes this role. On other occasions, these vendors can also sell a variety of illegal products and services such as drugs, and carding services. Vendors either sell it on a variety of marketplaces or have their own personal platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship: External</td>
<td>Region of Operation: Worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive: MarketPlace Reputation</td>
<td>Intent: Deliberate and Competitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability: Good network of cyber criminals or marketplace participants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Victim: General Public</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action: Campaign Tracking as a Service, Bitcoin Transaction Monitoring, Bitcoin Distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Asset: Mass Market, Targeted Campaigns on Businesses or Governmental Institutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective: Maintain a high reputation within the marketplace, increase profits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 Actor Profiling

Malware Distributors

Distributors are sometimes outspoken in the dark net. They share outcomes of the distribution of a ransomware, and give feedback on ransomware purchases. Some distributors search for partnerships involving malware developers on forums. From the preliminary study, two profiles of malware distributors emerged; novice and experienced [7].

**Table 5.7: Experienced Distributor Attacker Profile**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Experienced Distributor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>TA.D.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>Buys the ransomware from the marketplace in the form of source codes, uses expertise to execute the source codes. There are several types of source code files, one that encrypts the files on a hard disc, another that displays the ransom etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship:</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of Operation:</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive:</td>
<td>Financial Gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent:</td>
<td>Deliberate and Malicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability:</td>
<td>Good understanding of the source codes and how they work. Good at concealing their identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Victim:</td>
<td>General Public or Targeted Businesses and Governmental Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action:</td>
<td>Distributing ransomware by social engineering. The ransomware is either sent through a spam email or in USB stick. Set price of ransom, deadlines and Bitcoin wallet address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Asset:</td>
<td>Mass Market, Targeted Campaigns on Businesses or Governmental Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective:</td>
<td>Exploit a targeted individual/business or increase profit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.8: Novice Distributor Attacker Profile**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Novice Distributor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID:</td>
<td>TA.D.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>Buys the ransomware from the marketplace in the form of source codes, follows tutorials that are included within the package to exploit a computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship:</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of Operation:</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive:</td>
<td>Financial Gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent:</td>
<td>Deliberate and Malicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability:</td>
<td>Very week technical skills, little to no experience with distributing ransomware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Victim:</td>
<td>General Public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action:</td>
<td>Distributing ransomware by social engineering. The ransomware is either sent through a spam email or in USB stick. Set price of ransom, deadlines and Bitcoin wallet address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Asset:</td>
<td>Mass Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective:</td>
<td>Increase profits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Website Crackers/Designers

Installing a malicious website from a trustworthy website is a good way to distribute ransomwares. Web designers are responsible to recreate websites that look authentic to the user and could act as a trap. A developer's hourly rate in the dark net is very expensive. The high cost can amounts to other features such as developing the infrastructure of a dark net marketplace. This involves securing the anonymity of the users of the marketplace and protecting the marketplace from DDoS attacks.

Table 5.9: Website Developer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Malware Distributor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID: TA.WD.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: Website Developer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship: External</td>
<td>Region of Operation: Worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive: Develop a website mimicking an authentic website</td>
<td>Intent: Deliberate and Malicious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability: Has skilled knowledge in web development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Victim: Financial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action: Develops a website for the victim to fall into downloading a malicious file</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Asset: Websites with a huge userbase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective: Create a copy of a website to look as authentic as possible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Money Launderers and Mules

The responsibility of a money launderer steal identities from individuals through social engineering mechanisms. The launderer then offers fake bank accounts opened with the stolen identities. Vendors that sell illegal products and services on dark net marketplaces, deposit the Bitcoins they profited into the fake accounts and then cash it out. Law enforcement trace back these bitcoins to unsuspicious individuals. On some occasions, the money mules are part of the team of assailants in which they get a greater share for acting up as innocent individuals. For this role, two profiles were listed, one is a professional whereas the other is innocent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.10: Professional Money Launderers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name: Professional Money Launderers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: TA.M.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: Stores ransom funds in an intermediary bank account for the assailant to cash out using fake identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship: External</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive: Maintain high reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent: Deliberate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability: Can open fake bank accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Victim: Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action: Opens a bank account for the assailant to cash out the ransom money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Asset: Personal IDs of local citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective: Open a bank account using an ID without the knowledge of the person and transfer money</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.11: Innocent Money Launderers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name: Innocent Money Launderers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID: TA.M.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: Innocent Money Launderers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship: External</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motive: No motive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent: Accidental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability: Is a normal citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Victim: Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action: Shares own identity in a scam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4 Pricing Scheme

Ransomware-as-a-Service items in marketplaces had different prices. The differences in prices across items are reflected in differences in encryption algorithm, vendor reputation, customizable options, partnership opportunities and external costs. Observations include a connection between these factors and the listed price in the marketplace.

The vast majority of the RaaS item listings in the cryptomarkets had redundant descriptions, hence, considered scam items. However, some ransomware items stood out as they were detected before in cyber security reports and articles. These ransomware variants were filtered out from the rest and their prices were recorded in US Dollars. Most of them were observed in AlphaBay old data dumps, but some were also actively sold in Dream and Agora. Figure 5.11 shows the ransomware variants and their prices.

![Prices of detected ransomware](image)

**Figure 5.11: Prices of detected ransomware**

Ransomware-as-a-service item prices do fluctuate over time. Gwern’s crawled data dumps from AlphaBay have a very limited set of RaaS items since they were only from 2015. The number of ransomware items begin to gradually increase between the years 2016 and 2017 in other datasets. However, a prevalent change notice when tracking one item, was the increase of its price. This can be seen in Figure 5.12. This item seems to be developed by a group of french hackers that went by the name *mosh*.

The reason behind these abrupt changes in price is open for speculation. There are some connections that are evident, however, and can be justified as the reason behind the change. For instance, the price in the 22nd of April almost doubles in amount. What also increases at a similar rate is the number of views to that particular item. More members are becoming
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Figure 5.12: RaaS item price fluctuations on AlphaBay with the number of views to the item

interested in the service and probably have expressed it with the vendor. The vendor may have tried to take advantage of the sparked interest in ransomware and increased the price. The number of views continue to increase at a constant rate, however, there is no apparent reason behind the sharp decrease in the price in 6th of May. Possible reasons could be a release of a decrypter of the ransomware, or a rise in negative reviews by previous buyers. The dumps crawled by Gwern are incomplete, and therefore it is very difficult to come up with a concrete conclusion.

5.4.1 Customizable Ransomware

Customizable ransomware are a popular trend in the economy of ransomware-as-a-service. Figure 5.13 shows an example of a customizable ransomware that was identified in one of the private vendor markets. The set of features in the ransomware that can be modified by the customer include but is not limited to the following:

- Ransom amount in ransom
- Bitcoin wallet address
- Timer duration (i.e. the number of hours left before the ransom amount is doubled)
- Deadline (i.e. number of days left before all files are removed)
- Warning message to be displayed on the screen

Ransomware-as-a-service vendors are integrating innovative features to the service to attract potential buyers. These features offer a management interface in which the distributor can control and monitor ransomware infections on victims. The best example discovered during the netnographic study was that of Philadelphia Ransomware. It was mentioned
before as the ransomware that was sold privately. Its management interface, coined as the "Headquarters" offered a wide range of options to the user. These were:

- Password protected login to the Headquarters
- Retrieve IP addresses of infected devices
- Retrieve geographical location of the victim
- Give mercy to victims with a press of a button
- Customizable ransomware window
- Group and filter victims and download PDF report summaries
- Unlimited and customizable builds (i.e. distributor can infect as many devices as possible)
- Depth of encryption on the victim’s drive

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show how user friendly the Philadelphia ransomware is with its concise user manual that can be easily understood by low-skilled members of the dark net. The overall interface looks intriguing and interactive. The headquarters has its own login screen which implies that a user account needs to be created. The ransomware screen displayed to the victims is customizable with options to change the background color. If the distributor suffered from high psychic opportunity cost, he/she can offer mercy to the victims by restoring access to their device without receiving the ransom.
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Figure 5.14: Distributor can customize the displayed screen of the ransomware

Figure 5.15: Distributor can monitor the infection advances, and give mercy to victims
5.4.2 Partnership Deals and Competition

Price fluctuations might also be the result of partnerships. In the chart in Figure 5.3, 19.6% of posts on ransomware were of people looking for a partnership to either distribute or develop a ransomware. The terms of the split included a split of the ransom returns. This varied from 50%-50% to 30%-70%.

A ransomware variant that was sold by the name Ginx, was responsible for locking Mac OS X devices. Ginx was sold in three different prices on AlphaBay. The price differences were based on the percentage the vendor selling the ransomware would profit from the ransom received. The prices and partnership agreements are listed in Table 5.12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage Share</th>
<th>Price (USD)</th>
<th>Sold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%70-%30</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%60-%40</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%50-%50</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12: Ginx Ransomware AlphaBay Price Listing Variety

Tough rivalry between different malware authors can lead to partnerships against a dominant author in the market. The authors behind two prevalent ransomwares called Petya and Mischa, have grouped up to release a leak of 3500 decryption keys of another popular ransomware called Chimera. Leaking those keys puts Chimera off the market and offers leverage to the developers behind Petya and Mischa. In addition, their reputation is enforced by the fact that they were capable to attain those keys.

5.4.3 Hosting private vendor shops

Marketplaces impose vendor fees or bonds on users that wish to acquire vendor status on the website. Vendor fees vary from one marketplace to another. In addition to the vendor fees, there are commission fees imposed as a percentage deducted from every transaction in the marketplace. Some marketplaces distribute the value equally on either vendor or commission fees. The more popular the market is, the more expensive it is to handle your item sales as a vendor. With that being said, vendors need to compare the costs imposed between the marketplaces and select them based on the budget, and the expected revenue from selling on a particular marketplace. In the preliminary study, one particular finding showed price differences on two different market but sold by the same vendor. The reason may simply be because one marketplace charges a higher commission rate or vendor fee than the other. In Table 5.13, the commission rate and vendor fees for the selected marketplaces are listed.

- **Vendor Fee**: A registration fee imposed on users acquiring vendor status on a marketplace.
- **Commission**: On every transaction made in a market, there is a percentage taken
from the vendor’s revenue by the marketplace administrators. This is mostly common in centralized markets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Commission</th>
<th>Vendor Fee</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall Street Market</td>
<td>2 - 5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dream Market</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlusconi Market</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Free / 250</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.13:** Dark Net Marketplace comparison based on commission and vendor fee

Vendor fees can be too expensive for new dark netters to start a business on the dark net. In a forum post, one user asks how to sell ransomware on the dark net while escaping the vendor fees imposed:

“where i can sell my ransomware at $ .. without vendor fee”

The forum moderator responds:

“Put up a website and do direct deals? I’m interested, could I have a look at your ransomware?”

Rogue hosting services have been introduced before by Yip [57]. Several hosting options are available on the dark net and all of them vary in prices and subscription packages. Figure 5.16 shows one of the rogue hosting services popularly advertised on forums. Those behind this particular service have organized a concise business plan to attract as many customers as possible by offering discounts and free trial for a week’s use. For 6 months, an individual can host a website for the approximate price of 1000 US Dollars. This can save up to 800 US Dollars for the vendor, and eliminate any commission fees. When RaaS is hosted on a privately-owned website, the vendors market their product on forums that allow advertising of goods and services. During the research, several instances of privately owned vendor shops were noticed. Most of them are listed in Appendix C.1.
Services, pricing and ordering

We are offering the following services:

- HTML and PHP 5 web hosting.
- Dedicated and customized .onion domain.
- We can import and use your already created .onion domain + privkey. **Contact us before ordering**
- 256 MB to 2 GB of storage.
- A MariaDB (MySQL) database with PHPMyAdmin administration.
- MariaDB 10.1 Cluster Database: Note: Check your application is compatible with MySQL/MariaDB Multi-Master Cluster. Other datacenter problems may occur when balancing the service.
- FTP access.
- Virtualmin Control Panel with upload/download tools.
- Reliable hardware and Debian GNU/Linux operating system.
- Isolated Hidden Service.
- Isolated server.
- Encrypted LVM volumes.
- System administered by technology-skilled people and freedom of speech activists.
- Direct access to TorRCs relay servers.
- URL added to Tor crawler.

Prices:

*** 20% Discount applied to all prices from Feb. 2017 ***

*** 10% Additional Discount applied to all prices from Jun. 2017 ***

*** Discount applied to all prices from Dec. 2017 ***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN_NAME</th>
<th>STORAGE</th>
<th>PERIOD</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDERA1</td>
<td>256 MB</td>
<td>1 Month</td>
<td>0.04 0.042 0.043 0.0002 BTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDERA2</td>
<td>256 MB</td>
<td>6 Months</td>
<td>0.26 0.264 0.2614 0.0110 BTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDERB1</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>1 Month</td>
<td>0.06 0.064 0.0606 0.00064 BTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDERB2</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>6 Months</td>
<td>0.46 0.464 0.4616 0.0360 BTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDERC1</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
<td>1 Month</td>
<td>0.15 0.154 0.1506 0.0120 BTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDERC2</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
<td>6 Months</td>
<td>0.80 0.84 0.8062 0.0640 BTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIAL</td>
<td>256 MB</td>
<td>1 Week</td>
<td>FREE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How to order a virtual host account

The ordering process is done by email. Don’t worry, it’s easy.
Just send an email to kawloon@frotypo6c7h7w7e.urlz with the following text on the Subject:

```
PLAN_NAME: domain_name
```

Where “PLAN_NAME” is the name of the plan shown on the first column of the above list.
And “domain_name” is the domain prefix, which is the first first characters (2-9, a-z) that will be placed at the beginning of the .onion domain name.
For example, if you want to order a one gigabyte plan for a month with a domain name starting with “ohat”, you should send an email with the following Subject line:

```
PLAN_NAME: ohat
```

---

**Figure 5.16:** Rogue hosting service with offers and different subscription plans
5.5 Cost Benefit Framework of Dark Net Activities

The cost-benefit framework was devised based on the literature mentioned in the background study and the netnographic observations. In this section, the framework used to decompose costs and benefits are presented.

5.5.1 Decomposing Costs

The framework used to decompose costs imposed on victims of a malicious infection presented by [4] was sufficient enough to decompose the costs to run ransomware-as-a-service. The framework can be adjusted to be applicable for a cybercriminal perspective. These adjustments are based off the netnographic representation. The final framework is illustrated in Figure 5.17. The OPSEC (defence), indirect and direct costs are explained in further detail with examples on each.

![Figure 5.17: Cybercrime costs framework](image)

5.5.2 Defence Costs

Operational Security or (OPSEC) is the process that identifies whether the person in contact with is someone to trust or an enemy spy. In other words, OPSEC is a precautionary
process required to protect oneself from a possible arrest by law enforcement. In dark net forums, dark netters have openly discussed OPSEC recommendations and previous experiences of fallen dark netters who failed to protect themselves and were easily caught by law enforcement. OPSEC is a costly process and not investing money in it would result in undesired circumstances for the typical dark netter. Although OPSEC differs from the laws of one country to another, the best OPSEC as recommended in dark net forums are as follows:

- Legal costs
- Cryptocurrency Tumbling
- Hire drops for physical meetups
- Encryption of hard drives

Legal costs differ from one country to another. Developing nations that do not have strong law enforcement have low legal costs. However, an increase in international law enforcement cooperation may lead to higher costs. A rule of thumb is to acquire a lawyer to represent you in case of an unexpected arrest. These require

Cryptocurrency tumbling is a precautionary method used to conceal the transfer or cashing out large sums of cryptocurrency money. In case of physical meetups in other cases of fraud, a drop is hired to go instead of the cybercriminal. Lastly, in one of the quoted text, a forum member stressed out the importance to encrypt all hard drives that contain data that can be used for prosecution. While encryption algorithms are free to acquire, the time spent does cost money for the cybercriminal and therefore is regarded a cost.

5.5.3 Indirect Costs

Indirect costs are imposed when the cybercriminal has ignored a necessary precaution or experienced unfortunate circumstances that have a negative impact on the vendor’s career in the dark net. Examples of indirect costs are:

- Prosecution charges
- Loss of reputation
- Marketplace scams

5.5.4 Direct Costs

Direct costs include expenses imposed on the vendor to develop the ransomware. These expenses are managed by the vendor and can be adjusted to suit the budget. Examples of direct costs are:

- Rogue Hosting Services
- Vendor fees
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- Commission fees
- Exploit toolkits
- User Interface Development Services

5.5.5 Benefits of Ransomware-as-a-Service

The monetary benefit behind ransomware-as-a-service was very difficult to acquire considering the lack of literature and the discreteness of malware authors from the marketplace economy. The malware authors recognized in this research were those who were interviewed by DeepDotWeb and later turned out to be script kiddies. However, an attempt to compute the profit margin from accounts released by victims of ransomware variants was used for this research.

Computed Profit Margin

The profit margin per infection of ransomware variants can be calculated by including the cost of ransomware on cryptomarkets as the actual cost, and the ransom amount as announced by the victims. On average, the ransom is around 300 USD, however, some ransomwares place a low value, possibly due to the fact that it can be easily be decrypted. The profit margin for each ransomware can be calculated using the following equation:

\[ P = \left( \frac{p_i - c}{c} \right) \]

- \( p_i \) is the ransom amount asked by victim \( i \).
- \( c \) is the price of the ransomware-as-a-service items.

The equation represents a basic cost-benefit trend analysis. During the research, an attempt was made to compute the profit margin of the prominent ransomware-as-a-service mentioned in Figure 5.11. Not all could be computed since information relating to the ransom amount for every variant is unknown. However, the estimates are concluded in Table 5.14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ransomware Variant</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Ransom Amount</th>
<th>Profit Margin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoobCrypt</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP CTB-Locker</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>-32.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptolocker</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.14: Profit Margin of every known ransomware variant, all prices listed in US Dollars
This Chapter includes a revision of the findings and the background study presented in the beginning of this report. Interpretation of the findings and empirical analysis are connected with the concepts mentioned in the literature reviewed. The Chapter ends with a brief explanation of the challenges and limitations faced during the research study.
6.1 Cost-Benefit Framework of Ransomware-as-a-Service

A cost-benefit framework of organized cybercrime presented by Anderson et al. [4] was adjusted and extended to be applied to the economy of Ransomware-as-a-Service. The proposed framework decomposes the costs into three categories: OPSEC, direct and indirect costs. Distinguishing the costs based on these categories constructs a flexible framework that can be applicable to the different cybercrime attacks. In addition, it considers factors that directly impact the success of cybercriminals.

One factor addressed in the background study is the level of development of the country in which the cybercriminal is committing these crimes. In developing countries, the psychic opportunity costs and legal costs are low on average. Individuals in these countries are eventually encouraged to partake in cybercriminal activities.

Legal costs and unemployment rate in the country has a direct impact on the prospects of a career on the dark net. As mentioned earlier, carding services are far more popular than ransomware-as-a-service items in English marketplaces and forums when it comes to fraud. Whereas some of the exploit kits and ransomware variants that have been introduced in the past few years are traced back to Russian forums. Russia compared to the English speaking countries, stresses out STEM subjects in their school curricula. However, the unemployment rate is high or the income of software development positions are satisfactory enough. This encourages more Russians to get involved in the dark net.

The development and distribution of RaaS is considered an act of digital fraud, and can be labeled as an organized cybercrime based on the definition presented by European Commission [22]. The cost-benefit framework used for organized cyber-criminal activities can be extended to ransomware-as-a-service. The costs imposed were deduced based on information shared by dark net members on dark net forums and from hidden services that are part of the underground economy value chain. The model was presented in Section 5.5.

Scarcity of research papers on the underground economy of RaaS has been a troubling issue throughout this research. The only reports to claim from the dark net are published by cyber security vendors such as the report written by Carbon Black [8]. These are not authentic sources since they are published mainly for marketing reasons.

In consequence, the extent to how accurate and precise this framework is can only be known once its applied to an actual case study in which an entire RaaS value chain has been exposed. As of writing this report, there is no such case study since many of the successful ransomware variants we know of today are developed by unknown miscreants that have not been identified. Those who have been arrested and charged worked solo and were not part of any value chain.

It is safe to say that the framework derived can be a promising start to cost-benefit analysis of ransomware-as-a-service, it constitutes the basic costs imposed on any cybercriminal on the dark net. This is backed by information in dark net forum posts.
6.2 Activities in dark net forums

Forums are a good source for anyone willing to start a business on the dark net. Public forums offer the opportunity for members to share knowledge and eventually improve their skills and create partnerships with other interested members. Getting into an invite-only forum requires history with dark net activity, and this could be achieved through prolonged discussions on the public forums.

The sociograph presented by Holt et al. [29] for connectivity and centrality of dark net members shows how the low-skilled hackers have fewer connections, but the highly skilled are aware of their peers. This is evident in forum activities. Those who acquire are indeed low-skilled and publicly post on forums, putting them at the edge of the sociograph. Whereas the highly skilled are usually active in invite-only forums or have been assigned to be the moderator of the forum.

In OnionLand, the forum moderator created a concise tutorial with classes on all sorts of issues regarding the underground economy of the dark net. This acts as an educational tool for any low-skilled dark net members. Once they’ve learned enough to buy and sell illegal goods, make partnerships and eventually become involved in an invite-only forum. With that being said, one additional point has to be added to the findings by Holt et al. [29] and that is high-skilled members have the ability to strengthen low-skilled members on the dark net through forum discussions.

6.3 Service Innovation in the Dark Net

Despite the fact that ransomware-as-a-service is not popular in English marketplaces and forums, the competition is still high in the dark net. Traces of RaaS with revolutionary features have been observed during the research and are mentioned in Section 5.4.1.

From this item, we can deduce that malware authors are striving to get hold of a high reputation and stable position in the dark net community. Ransomware-as-a-service can evolve in the coming years to include more features that offer control to the distributor over the victims’ devices.

6.4 Improving Threat Intelligence

The purpose of creating an actor profile is to identify the psychological aspects of every actor involved in RaaS. This was established from claims made by prominent dark net members in interviews conducted by DeepDotWeb. The questions asked by the interviewers were in sometimes not thorough enough to create an actor profile. Additionally, some of the feedback addressed in the interviews offer a different perspective of what the claims made by the interviewees. Forum discussions also contributed to the validation of some of these claims.
When profiling the actors based on the interviews, the roles presented by Yip [57] were used to make connections based on the responsibilities mentioned. Aside from marketplace administrators, the TheRealDeal administrators also mentioned how active they were in the dark net as researchers for zero-day exploits. This made it possible to create a profile for vulnerability researchers based on the interview with TheRealDeal actors.

The research industry must take part in forums and get hold of interviews similar to the ones conducted by DeepDotWeb. Mentioning that the interview is done for research purposes may not sound welcoming for many, but a trial is better than none. The outcomes of forum interviews and questions can benefit threat intelligence and attacker-centric modeling.

Ransomware is still the best method of fraud when it comes to distribution and profitability. Although businesses and individuals have invested more effort to combat any possible ransomware infection, changes in the cybercrime ecosystem need to be studied as this may lead to new cybercriminal offences. The Philadelphia ransomware incident shows how competitive the underground economy can be, and this can lead to creative methods to attract as many consumers as possible to buy ransomware-as-a-service.

With that said, dark net studies have been successful at estimating numbers with previous such as Silk Road and the underground economy of drug trafficking.

### 6.5 Netnographic study on the dark net

The netnographic framework presented by Kozinets Robert [34] was tied to social media examples in the book. In other words, Kozinets focused mainly on online communities that are open to the general public, and do not take part in illegal activities much like the members of the dark net. Consequently, the ethical considerations suggested by Kozinets’ is inconsistent with the online community of the dark net.

Bakken [6] was a suitable source when considering the ethical implications. However, the research goals of this study differ greatly compared to that of Bakken [6]. Added to that, the method of netnographic representation was Symbolic and Humanist, no digital method to visualize the data was used.

Netnographic study is a good methodology to understand and experience the social structure of an online community. However, the framework presented by Kozinets must be adjusted for a more inclusive approach towards hidden communities in the dark net. The netnographic study was good to deduce which websites should the research be part of the immersion phase, and what are the expected outcomes.
6.6 Limitations

Research in the dark net imposes many threats that need to be considered. Attempting to apply into an invite-only forum is both difficult and may ensue a criminal act. Having said that, ethical implications made it really difficult to have a full experience on dark net forum posts.

English based dark net marketplaces and forums are more concerned with drug related items and carding services. However, Russian based forums and marketplaces could have offered more data for the empirical analysis. Language has, thus, been a major challenge. Using online translation services was not possible because this may increase the risk of interception.

To combat the limited timeframe invested in this research, data was retrieved from previous crawls made by other researchers. This was useful to compare the price tags of RaaS items across time. However, some of the data crawls were incomplete. For instance, Gwern’s dataset lacked the images in the websites, and in some dates, crawls were not successful due to the marketplace’s DDoS protection. The data visualized in this report used the complete crawls only.

Added to that, no other marketplace has reached the same level of success as AlphaBay. After its shutdown, there was no other method to access data from AlphaBay except through the data dumps provided by Gwern [26]. Although the data included in the data dump is appreciable, the AlphaBay crawls for ransomware were limited between the years 2011 and early 2016. Data after 2016 could have covered the effects of the Petya and WannaCry ransomware.

Aside from ethical implications, interaction with public forum members was also struggle. When posting a question in the forum and informing the members that this question is asked for research purposes, there would be no response to the thread. However, when using a different user account, asking the same question but not mentioning the intent behind it, many responses were received. The questions asked were basic to any new dark net member and did not go against my ethical position. This case shows how much dark net members do not prefer interacting with researchers.

Lastly, the limited time was a challenge. More findings could have been presented if the duration of this research was longer. Hopefully in the future, this research will continue and more information will be built on it.
This Chapter includes the conclusion with answers to the research questions based on the findings and discussion. The Chapter concludes with recommendations for future work on this research.
7.1 Conclusion

RQ1 What are the behavioural aspects of members involved in the underground economy of ransomware in the dark net?

From the information included in the interviews with prominent dark net members and discussion threads of dark net forums, an actor profile was presented in Section 5.3.

RQ1.1 What is the nature of the activities practiced by the online community within the dark web market forums?

With respect to ransomware-as-a-service, most members post topics on how to acquire the service. Members also share their experiences with vendors on purchases and give reviews on the quality of the products. Moderators give advice on how to combat vendor scams to the less-informed members of the dark net. The detailed interpretation of the observations is presented in Section 5.2.

RQ1.2 What are the economic incentives and risks behind the actions of darknet members?

The quality of the RaaS sold in popular marketplaces were questionable, thus imposing the idea that these vendors wish to scam any buyer on the dark net (Section 5.2.3). Others who have developed ransomware, host it on a privately-owned website and ask for share of the ransom revenue (Section 5.4.3). For some of the members, the psychic opportunity costs of distributing ransomware is very high (Section 5.2.2). These individuals prefer to take part in fraud with minor collateral damage. Lastly, many of the members either seek partnerships to build an economy of RaaS or damage the reputation of a fierce competitor (Section 5.4.2).

RQ2 What is the business model of Ransomware-as-Service?

The pricing scheme of ransomware-as-a-service has shed light on what impacts the value of the ransomware. The fees imposed on vendors that wish to sell their services on dark net marketplaces was also mentioned. This is explained in Section 5.4.

RQ2.1 What are the cost-benefit estimates of ransomware sold on the dark net?

Analysis of cost-benefit tradeoffs were based on a set of factors. The costs were split into three categories: OPSEC costs, indirect costs and direct costs. The costs that are
categorized into one of these three were retrieved from forum data. The revenue was based on the victim’s willingness to pay and the complexity of the encryption algorithm 5.5.

**RQ2.1 What is the organizational structure of the economy of Ransomware-as-a-Service?**

Based on the different roles identified in the interviews and forum discussions, an actor profiling was created and a value chain of the economy of ransomware-as-a-service was modelled in Section 5.3.
Chapter 7. Conclusion and Future Work

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work

This research is a promising start to the field of cyber security threat intelligence. However, cryptomarket research has yet to improve and more focus needs to be applied on the development and distribution of ransomware-as-service. The following points address what aspects need to be improved or added to the research.

7.2.1 Monitoring of Cryptocurrency Inflow

Tracking the amount of Bitcoin going into the wallets linked to a ransomware variant can give us better estimates on how much money is profited by the stakeholders involved in ransomware-as-a-service. A Twitter bot managed by Quartz tweets every amount of money deposited into and withdrawn out of one of the wallets of WannaCry [15]. Victim’s can share the wallet key with cybersecurity experts, making it easy to retrieve.

7.2.2 Netnographic Study on the Russian Cybercrime Economy

As mentioned earlier, the dark net landscape differs greatly based on the citizenship of the cybercriminals. It was also mentioned by the interviewed dark net money launderer in Appendix A.2. Russian forums are known to have posts on exploit kits and RaaS being sold to its members. Including these forums to the netnography can give us insight to eh. It can give us insight on the different economic

7.2.3 Mining of Dark Net Marketplaces and Forums

Real-time crawling can offer real-time analysis of RaaS items on the dark net. As mentioned in Section 5.4, price fluctuations of a RaaS item was detected in the AlphaBay data dumps crawled by Gwern [26]. Extracting several instance of price changes can help us deduce a more precise assumption. Therefore, a real-time crawling algorithm developed specifically for dark net markets could be a good addition to this research.


Appendices
A Interviews

A.1 TheRealDeal Administrators

What can you tell us about yourself / your market? Ok, basically we consist of 4 partners who have a lot of experience in infosec. We have a lot of experience dealing in the clearnet when it comes to 0day exploit code, databases and so on .. But the problem is that 90% of these dealers are scammers. People with a lot of experience can always do their best to determine if what they are buying is real based on technical information and demos but some of these ‘vendors’ are very clever and very sneaky. We decided it would be much better if there was a place where people can trade such pieces of information and code combined with a system that will prevent fraud and also provide high anonymity.

We started off by using BitWasp, fully aware of its history and flaws, but since we have years of hands-on experience in the security industry and not much in web-design we decided it would be a good platform since we can make our own security assessments and patches while the whole multi-sig seems to work perfect. We also wanted to avoid involving other people in the project for obvious reasons and that was another reason why not to hire a web designer etc... although we might hire one off the darknet soon, just to improve the UI a little.

On our market you can currently find 0day exploits, that have no cve and have never been disclosed before, 1day fud exploits - exploits that have been published but modified to be undetectable by any anti-virus, 1day private exploits - exploits that have known CVEs but code was never released for them and also Infomation such as databases and remote admin tools. One of our vendors who messes around with GSM a lot is also going to post a listing for some very interesting hardware soon.

And why not use the digital items section on one of the existing markets like Agora where such items are being sold anyway? Never seen 0day exploit code on any of these markets. We actually tried selling such information and codes ourselves at some point but it seems that all people want on those markets is credit cards and tutorials on how to make money with credit cards. There are some IRC servers that are not easy to find or be invited to, where you can trade such items, but they are very hard to get to and we wanted to take a more ‘open-market’ approach IRC servers on the darknet i mean..

Are offering Multisig transactions? Yes, at this point in time we are offering only multisig transactions -We figured that you can’t start a market with zero reputation and expect people to just deposit into a live wallet they have absolutely no control of, that sort of idea sounds crazy to us. We are also offering FE for vendors who join and have good reputation on other markets by the way.

Will you be offering other products on the market or just code / 0days / exploits? We recently added drugs due to the high demand, traditional for darknet markets, but we might consider removing this, we will have to see in the future. There is also a "services" category - anything can go there but we are hoping for some high quality blackhats to come forward and offer their services .. so anything from obtaining access to an email and
getting a certain document and up to long term campaigns. Hardware category - for toys like fake cellular base stations and other physical ‘hacking’ tools. Information category for any kind of information, documents, databases, secret keys, etc.. We are also open to suggestions from our vendors :) 

What is the vendor bond on the market? We are currently offering free vendor accounts for 24 hours or so... we would love to see some new listings and inactive accounts will have to be removed after a certain period of time. After that the fee will start at somewhere around 0.2-0.5 BTC until the market is stable and earned the right to ask for more.

A.2 Money Launderer

I seen you around many times, And I am still not sure what you do exactly - i know its something in the money laundering area. lol yeah for the most part. Well Im getting a bit of a fan base at the moment... Ever since users found out i was a female, they have been developing crushes on me... I’ve been called the "Agora angel"

Of course we can never tell if you really are a female or just saying that as part of your OPSEC / Marketing - but i am sure it works well, it always does. Haha. well Ive been thinking of a way to anonymously post cleavage but its still in the works lol Haha.. Ive been asked to send my underwear... so I request like that is a little less shady...

So what do you do exactly? what can you tell us about your services? Sure, so pretty much I open up bank accounts with stolen identities, these people don’t know about it and thus vendors (or high frequent buyers) can use them to cash in and out Bitcoin as they wish. I also offer burn phones, and in the process of opening my own stolen Credit Cards/PayPal cash out operation.

How much do you charge for those services? The DIY kits for bank accounts are $999. However I do offer to complete the service for them for $1500. It seems a little pricey to most, but people are willing to pay for the anonymity of cashing out their funds :)

Let me explain the process as i understand it and tell me if i am right:

- You steal people identities
- Open bank account with this ID somehow (you have do to it anonymously as well)
- Vendor deposit converted BTC into those accounts
- Vendor cashing them out using ATM’s and such?

Pretty much. I offer all the tools in between as well to trade the bitcoin to cash at market rates with a coinjar account which is an Australian based version of btc-e.

Isn’t the last part is super dangerous for the vendor - i mean someone knows he owns a certain bank account so its easy to know the location where he is cashing out? not at all. Ive been using mine for almost a year now. Most ATMs in Australia don’t have cameras or anything. so you can walk up, withdraw no questions asked.
Are you offering your service only in AUS or international? The account is Australia based, but I do have an "international roaming" service available also

Who are your main customers? Mostly vendors, who need a way to cash out anonymously. and are sick of losing half their profits to LB traders lol. I've also been approached by more darker members beyond our community but I'm yet to get back to them lol

Darker members like...? People who specialize in robbing overseas banking institutions, electronically of course.

Can you estimate the size of your operation turnover? (I mean the amount of money laundered trough it) Close to 10k. which is OK considering I started in December. I can't speak for the amount of cash that has gone through bank accounts I have sold. Still new

This is not much at all. So you sold less than 10 packs of your service so far? Yeah, only a few. My main sellers are the ID’s themselves, and burn phones.

Fake ID’s? ID scans. So its a real person. Someone buys the info and gives it to a vendor to put on the fake ID. you can use it if you get pulled over by police, open PO boxes, apply for loans etc.

On which markets are you active? Agora mostly. Also on Evolution. Most of the business comes from Agora.

I have seen you are very active on Agora forums. Haha. yeah. I deal with their PR of sorts...

Like what..? I have not seen any active promotions from them Oh, haha no I mean like when they are going to be down and stuff like that, they usually tell me, so I can go on and spread the word lol

Your service also sounds like a good thing for market admins. Haha yeah, I keep an eye on the forums for them

Now, tell me a bout the people who have their identity stolen from them - don’t you care it might get them into troubles? accounts with their names cashing out drugs money or ID’s used for felonies. Lol well they don’t know its been stolen... ignorance is bliss I guess. They don’t know, but it can get them into troubles without them knowing, they will be the first to be contacted by police. Regardless of what people say, you can’t have any morale in this game. I can offer quality customer service, but at the end of the day, I know what I’m doing is wrong. and frankly I don’t care...

Ok, as long as you understand that this is NOT a victimless crime. Haha absolutely not. I’ve always been a bad girl ;)

I guess you provide the same service for stolen CC / PP ? Its a work in progress. I don’t actually sell the details. I just help the card holder cash them out. I wrote my own tutorials for personal use, but I think there is a lot of false stigma around "cashing out".

How does one get stolen id’s on the regular basis? do you steal them yourself? phish them from sites? I steal them myself. naughty as they come ;)
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So you don’t give the details - you just use them to open multiple accounts I do have to
give some detail from the ID to the buyer, otherwise they won’t be able to verify themselves
if they need to contact the bank. But things like numbers and all that don’t get released, I
do charge extra for those.

I see... I would have guessed such service would be much more popular than you
described. You have any idea why not? (My personal guess is that most vendors
like to use their own methods) To be honest, I don’t think many people know about my
service. From what I have seen there is only me and one other vendor in the UK who does
what we do. Most people don’t know it’s an option.

Which leads me to question I always ask - what made want to be interviewed? Because
I like attention ;) lol jks. That’s that womanly side of me.

Do you think it will benefit you in terms of more customers or it might scare off po-
tential customers? (I know there is no bad publicity...) I think it will benefit absolutely,
I’ve said before in the forums, all publicity is good publicity, plus there are people out there
stealing my products at the moment, so I want people to know I am the legit guy (or girl
lol). So it’s also benefiting the customer.

What do you mean by stealing your products? There is a vendor on SR2 and Evo, who
is reselling my bank accounts for $3,000. They copied and pasted my listing details and
everything - I found that out thanks to Grams ;)

That’s actually a good thing no? You can sell more. Not necessarily. If something goes
wrong (and touch wood it doesn’t) the vendor reselling actually holds no liability for what
happens, where as I offer customer support for after sale. The customer is actually getting
ripped off. And I’d hate to have that stigma wrapped around my product or service.

Anything else you would like to mention that we did not cover yet / you want to
add / topics we need to discuss? Sure, Australian customs laws - something I am real
passionate about.

Why...? A lot of overseas vendors don’t ship to Australia due to our "high border security"
- quite frankly it’s a load of shit, American customs are more diligent than ours and people
still send there.

So why is this stigma? It’s a myth both vendors and (scamming) buyers need to nip in the
bud. With all of today’s new security features to combat losing bitcoin to escrow hacks etc,
should give enough stance for vendors to allow orders to remain in escrow. If a vendor can’t
get a package across an Australia border, than they really need to rethink their stealth
methods. Because if they can catch it anybody can. Vendors need to stop "selectively scam-
ing" Australians and using the excuse that it was "intercepted by customs" when really
they never sent it. And buyers need to tell vendors when they received their packages
instead of saying it never arrived due to customs. It really deters both parties.

But this concept is so widely accepted. And I think not because of drugs even but be-
cause of strict policy about animals. I think a lot of people watch those "border security"
type shows based in Australia, and think "holy shit that’s tight". When really our postal
system runs at that level of security capacity probably less than 10% per day.
I remember from SR1 days that it was very common to have packages missing to AUS... that’s why vendors stopped sending there, its hard to say that all vendors want to give up on the AUS market.

Its a shame because they are losing a lot of potential customers. Drugs here cost 150% more than what you can get from America or Germany.

Well so you see that even the local (Non-DNM) market also reacts to the fact that its hard to get the drugs in. Ok an example is xtc pills. on the market, domestic, $30USD, street probably around $22USD. Germany less than $10USD

Obviously... Germany is next to Dutch, where its all produced We produce here too... Wholesale your looking at 15USD a pill

the precursors are probably expensive to import to Aus as well. I mean its very clear why its all expensive there, its an island, and an isolated one so getting stuff in is both expensive and risky. Haha the government is more focused on boat people at the moment than drugs, Drugs in the people people on the boats lol

A.3 Dark Net Developer

Who are you? (like type of person etc...) Best way to describe me would be to say I’m a freedom loving nerd. I’ve been involved with Bitcoin since it’s early days having read the whitepaper not long after its release and have been in love with the concept ever since. I am also a avid cannabis user, so combining two of my passions seemed like a good idea.

You say you are into BTC from the very start, So i guess you did not buy back then...? (did not make early developer profits...) I was one of the unlucky ones who lost a lot on MtGox, I also spent a lot on weed before the madness of 2013.. FML.

What do you do for a living? I’m currently an unemployed web developer, I do a bit of freelancing on the side, but have dedicated myself to this project for the last 3 months or so. The stress and office working environment forced me to quit my job awhile ago, it just isn’t for me.

What is the background story that made you decide you want to develop DNM’s? The money you saw they generate or what? Well I’ve been using DNM’s personally for many years (only cannabis) and have seen many come and go over that period. I would be lying if I said the money wasn’t the driving factor though, we all have bills to pay right?

What is the background story that made you decide you DO NOT want to develop DNM’s but rather sell the code? My family. I don’t think I could handle the constant looking over my shoulder and god forbid being locked away like Ross.

Which other markets did you experience with? Ever worked for one of the existing / past markets? I’ve done some security work for a popular DNM which I can’t
name, but other than that I have only done clearnet Bitcoin related work over the past few years.

You say you have done some security work for past markets; Can you elaborate on this? (without revealing details about the market) I have done some bug bounties and received some decent coin for it, that’s about it really.

What do you think on the current security of the active markets? It’s been a while since we encountered those hacks that were pretty common last year. I think DNM admins have done well in 2015, I think offering reward bounties has played a large part in that. But as for the markets that have been hacked in the past, it’s impossible to tell if it was the work of hackers, or if those admins just pulled an exit scam and blamed it on hackers. It does seem like the perfect excuse doesn’t it.

You think that someone that doesn’t have the knowledge to write its own code could succeed with running a pre built markets? I would expect the buyer to have at least a basic understanding of the language. But then again that’s not really my concern, I think as long as they or their partner/s can keep the servers online and not make any basic security mistakes then it shouldn’t be an issue.

The price tag seems a bit high! Why? I do agree the price is high, but this is not exactly something you can call your local web development agency to create for you. The 100 BTC BIN price is just what I would like to get for it, not the minimum I’m willing to accept.

What makes your script better than available free scripts (need patching) like Bitwasp or its improved version Aflao? The code is completely bespoke. It is unique and not a ‘clone’ of anything. Btw, all JS has been removed from the website. Even though it wasn’t a security issue since the code was there for everyone to see, I’ve taken it out to put peoples minds at ease. The layout/aesthetics haven’t change too drastically and functionality is unchanged.

What type of features does your market offer that differentiate it from the existing markets? (if any) I think the main difference is that there is no registration or accounts needed, and vendors are hand picked.

Does it have multisig? No.

Will you provide continues support for the buyer? Only for a short period of time after the sale, but I will provide a full deployment/install guide and answer any questions relating to that. As soon as they’re online and in business, that’s where I walk away.

Had people interested so far? How many? There has been some interest, but nothing significant. There are 2-3 people who seem genuinely interested in purchasing this, but until the first staged payment is made then the offer still on the table and open to bids.
A.4 Forum Moderator

Can you tell us about KickAss forum? KickAss (KA) is a forum with talented hackers and coders on the deep web/dark net. The level of expertise in the forum is very advanced. Every single user in the forum is talented in a different niche. That is why we have an application process in play. We only accept the most advanced users. This process allows us to filter out the newbies, law enforcement, journalists, researchers, and lurkers. Over time, this process allowed us to interview some very talented users. Some of these users are very advanced in mathematics, economics, quantum, and entrepreneurship. Although please keep in mind, it is highly unlikely to enter the forum with irrelevant skills unless it is in demand of users inside the forum. KickAss is also known to have the most popular Insider Trading forum on the dark net.

Are you the admin of the whole forum or just the inside trading? I am part of the staff members of the forum. My responsibility and roles include moderating the Insider Trading forum and the General Discussion forum.

Tell us a bit what is inside trading? Insider Trading is a group or individual that possesses corporate information that has not yet been made public or possibly abandoned information. Because the information is not available to other investors, a person using such knowledge is trying to gain an advantage over the rest of the market by having approximately 100.

What is your background in that field? I’m a self-taught cryptographer, economist, investor and entrepreneurial businessman. I don’t believe in formal education systems. I believe that a human is given the opportunity to implement creativity to the process and structure of any type of education. You shouldn’t be forced to learn something in a certain way. The more comfortable you are, the higher chance you’re going to be passionate; which means you’re going to learn more and also implement it in your life on a daily-basis. With those two, your means of knowledge is limitless.

How is the information obtained? I see that the only posters of info are the mods and not users? We are a team of seven, and continuously growing as the venture grows. One Economists & One Investor: They look suspicious companies, and future predictions. Three Serial Hackers: They obtain information relating to a potential movement in the market. Two Trading Analysts: They perform quality control and screen all information. KA Staff: After an extensive screening process, we post the information. It takes a lot of work and effort to post a successful published post. The risk of allowing users post their own stuff is risky to our customer’s profit. Customer service is key, and we wish to deliver quality information. We’d like to give customers what they’re paying for. Users are allowed to post feedback or question into every thread.

How does the insider trading forum works? To avoid any sort of leeching from occurring, we summarize the findings into a structured formality. The first part is summarizing the findings, and the connection to the whole timeline. Then we state the effected markets followed by whether to buy/sell or if the specific market will be going up or down. Then we indicate the important dates, followed by the important dates are stars. 1 to 5 stars, with 5 stars being the most important impact. We indicate the accuracy rate. We only release
posts that are higher than 90

**How much money have you made using these methods?** It all differs, depending how much you leverage. Put it this way, everyone uses different amounts of leverage and risk. You have all the space for the highest percentile projection for trading on any market.

**What does it take to get access to the inside trading forum?** Your application must be jaw-dropping. We don’t really care about your money. We care more about having the right users with the right talent using the Insider Trading sub-forum. You must indicate that you are applying for Insider Trading so we can give you the type of interview. Expect highly advanced questions about economics or trading. After the users have successfully passed an extensive difficult interview that contains challenges and questions to be completed. They are given the opportunity to pay 1 bitcoin a month for their subscription in the sub-forum. That is the exact reason why the staff is the only one allowed to post. The users have gone through a lot to gain membership access and are also paying for their service. They deserve to have accurate and high quality information.

**How many members there are currently?** There are over 15 investment firms using this sub-forum, and over 25 on-going renewed members. We can easily have over 1000 members, but most of them get declined in the interview stage. You do not pay, unless you pass your application stage.

**Can you share any interesting success stories of inside trading?** Many users use this to their advantage and leverage high. Some users have made enough for the year off a few well thought-out plans using our information. You can also see the users feedback on every post.

**What makes you want to do an interview?** Transparency is the reason many people lose there money, or don’t understand the market. We make that all clear for you. KickAss forum currently has the most smartest users in the forum. If you are a hacker, stock/currency trader, or extremely talented at something that we could need; then this is the forum we’ve created for all of you to join. A forum full of smart people.

**Why share that info on a forum and not just use it quietly? Its not taking a risk of the info falling into the wrong hands or reported?** We do intense screening, having the tiniest suspicion on a user would qualify the user for rejection, and would not make it passed the application stage. Yes we also make money off of this forum, but most importantly we would like the most talented people in trading to join and we have been successful at that.
B  Leaked Chat

Malware Distributor: whats the price maan???:)
Philadelphia Author: But how I know you
Philadelphia Author: I can give discount
Philadelphia Author: $350 :(
Philadelphia Author: * :)
Philadelphia Author: You help me a lot
Malware Distributor: Thats great!
Malware Distributor: no problems mate...I like help others by nature :)
Philadelphia Author: Great guy :)
Malware Distributor: I will talk with my friend now...he must send me coins...or at max
I will buy it on next Monday.. Lets’ see how this best works.. :)
Malware Distributor: I have some questions..can i ask?
Philadelphia Author: Yes
Malware Distributor: Is encrypting algorithm is different than in Stampado?
Malware Distributor: I mean is it faster?
Philadelphia Author: Little more faster
Philadelphia Author: But all ransomwares work in same way
Malware Distributor: Are you considering to make a low-level ransomware?
Malware Distributor: I mean which will encrypt whole HDD not files
Malware Distributor: Anyway very interested in this man :)
Philadelphia Author: Ransomware cant encrypt all HD because can corrupt system
Malware Distributor: I mean like this one: clearnet URL
Philadelphia Author: This only rewrite MBR
Philadelphia Author: No big deal
Philadelphia Author: and is no automatic payment
Malware Distributor: ok, but I would be really happy to see how your Philadelphia
works..with its nice-looking panel :)
Philadelphia Author: yes friend :)
Philadelphia Author: I start spread today
Philadelphia Author: I want infect 20k today
Philadelphia Author: Until now
Philadelphia Author: 2.7k
Philadelphia Author: infected :)
Malware Distributor: wow great
Malware Distributor: As you are programmer and maybe you know....where can I rent exploit kits such as Angler and Neutrino?
Malware Distributor: do you know any marketplaces or links?
Philadelphia Author: Yes
Philadelphia Author: I use neutrino
C Screenshots

C.1 Private Vendor Shops

Figure 1: Earth Ransomware Customizable
About RaaSberry

RaaSberry provides customized ransomware packages that are ready to distribute. The packages are pre-compiled with a Bitcoin address you provide, and we do not receive any form of payment from your victims.

We also provide a Command and Control (C&C) Center to manage your victims and view individual AES keys.

How does it work?

Once the ransomware is executed on your victim's computer, it will encrypt every file type that was specified when you created it. It examines all local drives and mapped network drives, and encrypts the files with a unique 256-bit AES key that is generated on-the-fly. The AES key is then encrypted using your unique RSA key and uploaded.

Upon completion, the desktop wallpaper will be changed to an image with instructions for paying the ransom. A text file is also created in each folder where there are encrypted files with instructions. The instructions are available in English, Spanish, Mandarin, Hindi, Arabic, Portuguese, Russian, Japanese, German, Italian, Vietnamese, Korean, French, Tamil, and Punjabi.

After the victim has paid, the AES key is provided back to the program to allow decryption. Many ransomware programs require the victim to download a separate decrypter, but RaaSberry has built-in decryption once the C&C server provides the AES key. If you are not subscribed to the C&C service, you can still provide decryption service via email by manually decrypting the victim's AES key.

Features

- Packages are compiled with your Bitcoin and Email addresses so you are paid directly by your victim
  - Each package also supports Testnet mode, so you can test the ransomware in a virtual machine before distribution
- Packages utilize advanced polymorphic techniques to avoid over 90% of popular antivirus products
- Packages do not require Administrative privileges to work, and they also support Started Delay, Mutex, and Task Manager Disabler
- Packages encrypt the most common sensitive file types, such as images, documents, videos, and source code
  - Additional file types can be specified during package creation
- Packages can work entirely offline, but your victim must be connected to the Internet for decryption to occur
  - If your victim is offline when encryption begins, the AES key will be encrypted to the local disk using the C&C server’s public key
  - Once an Internet connection is detected, the AES key will be uploaded to the C&C server and then deleted from disk
- Every package supports automated decryption after your victim pays. This works as follows:
  - You specify the base amount, ie. 0.5 BTC
  - The package randomly generates a unique amount to add, ie. 0.00058213 BTC
  - The victim pays the ransom of 0.50059213 BTC
  - The C&C server scans transactions to your BTC address and when it detects this amount, it will unlock the AES key for that victim
  - The ransomware on the victim’s computer will begin automatically decrypting their files

Figure 2: RaaSBerry Private Vendor
Create new ransomware

Bitcoin address for receiving your cut.

Ransom. Minimal ransom is 0.01 BTC. Maximum is 1 BTC

Please enter captcha.

What is this?

This is ransomware. Once launched on the computer it will encrypt files and demand ransom.

Other features of the service:
- No registration required.
- Ransom from 0.01 BTC to 1 BTC.
- Automatic payouts.

How can I earn money with it?

Create it using the form on top of the page and spread it. Once someone pays the ransom you will get part of the paid money (30%). Please note that we take 10% commission from paid ransoms.

Contacts and support

XMPP: example@example.com

Figure 3: Script Kiddie work
Figure 4: Free program
D Published Paper on Preliminary Study

The next page is a paper of the preliminary study that took place in Fall 2017 and was published in Cyber SA 2018 [7].
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Abstract—For more than a decade, businesses and private citizens alike have been受害于a by an online phenomenon that has changed our stance on cyber security. Ransomware, malicious software that demands payment in exchange for a stolen functionality, has grown beyond expectations. The development and distribution of ransomware is stimulated by social networks active in the Dark Net. From the cyber criminal perspective, this is an ideal platform to participate in a business ecosystem, either as an author, vendor or distributor of ransomware. Within the Dark Net, they can find forums and marketplaces that offer complete secrecy and concealment of the user’s identity. Studying the activities taking place within the Dark Net sites can improve our situational awareness on upcoming threats and how we can defend against them. In this research, a netnographic study was done to obtain useful data such as observations of the marketplace economies and reflections on the social interactions between the different stakeholders involved in the creation and distribution of ransomware.

I. INTRODUCTION

To reduce uncertainty about cyber attacks, you should follow Sun Tzu’s saying “know your enemy and know yourself”. To know yourself is a matter of identifying your own system functionality, security barriers and exploitable vulnerabilities, something that can be achieved through activities such as design review, code inspection and testing. To know your enemy on the other hand, is more of a challenge due to the obfuscated and hidden nature of cyber adversaries. This includes their identity, capabilities, motivation, tactics and techniques, which can be coined as the fog of cyber war. To get rid of this fog, we need to apply different security techniques. Threat modelling [11] typically involves techniques where someone, e.g. a security expert or system owner, tries to think like an attacker in order to determine how a systems can be attacked and exploited. This is often based on prior experiences, but the general unavailability and unreliability of historical data makes it difficult to estimate the likelihood of attacks, especially in areas with rapid technology advances. Attacker profiling is the process of identifying the attacker’s skills, and determining the availability of tools and resources sufficient to commit an attack [2]. It has previously been proved to be an effective parameter for quantitative security analysis [3], for instance, knowing the skills of the attacker can help identify the sequence of actions in threat modelling. Threat intelligence is a complementing area where we try to monitor, detect and react to existing or emerging menaces or hazards to our assets [4], and share this knowledge with the wider security community so we can collectively be better prepared. Threat intelligence approaches also include User Behaviour Analytics (UBA), which tracks anomalous behaviour of online users [5]. All this information can give us insight into current attack trends and hindsight knowledge, but it would be an added value to have reliable foresight into expected attacks in the near future to prioritize which security measures to implement.

The purpose of our research is to raise cyber situational awareness by observing the cyber crime enabling markets and related social activities found on the Dark Net. The Dark Net succeeds in obscuring one’s identity, therefore it offers a safe harbour for criminal activity. Understanding the business models of cyber criminals can help us understand their motivation and capabilities, and subsequently improve our knowledge about likelihoods of threats without relying so much on historical data. This is related to Anderson’s research direction econometrics of wickedness [6], to which we can associate a series of papers and reports (e.g. [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]). Several papers describe the value chains that are involved in developing and offering cyber crime products and services. For instance, Kraemer-Mbula et al. [13] do this for credit card and identity theft, Yip [14] studies Chinese Trojan malware development, and Konradt et al. [15] focus on phishing attacks. Little has been done to document the actual organization of such services and costs incurred within the Dark Net. One notable exception is a study of markets for identity credentials performed by Spagnoletti et al. [16].

Our approach has been to perform a netnographic study, which is the online counterpart of ethnography, and involves making descriptive observations and interpretation over a social group in their natural environment over a period of time. The contribution of this paper is a thorough analysis of the hidden services of the Dark Net that are responsible for planning cyber security attacks, particularly ransomware. This includes the social structure of the different participants and their roles, and the product costs found on the Dark Net marketplaces. Our results have been aligned with other related work, in particular a similar study reported by Carbon Black [17].
Section II gives background information about the Dark Net, which is our study environment, and ransomware, which is the commodity we are interested in. Section III explains our research method, while section IV describes and interprets the most important findings. In Section V, we revisit our research questions and discuss the limitation we encountered. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The Dark Net

The Deep Web is a collection of websites and content that are not indexed by commercial search engines such as Google and Bing. Most of the Deep Web is perfectly legitimate, and can be thought of as information that does not have a direct link leading to it. The Dark Net, or Dark Web, constitutes a small portion of the Deep Web that is deliberately hidden and cannot be accessed with regular web browsers. TOR (short for The Onion Router) is the most prominent network on the Dark Net, and can briefly be explained as a volunteer driven, encrypted overlay network. The network keeps data of the users location and network usage hidden by onion routing (Goldschlag et al. [18]), making use of thousands of relay nodes to support online privacy and anonymity. Content is accessed using the free Tor Browser, which is a fork from Mozilla Firefox, and thus has the same look and feel as most regular browsers.

Though the original intent of the TOR network may have been driven by idealism, it is now predominately used by criminals conducting transactions of illegal goods and services such as drugs, arms, murder and child pornography. According to a study from 2016, 57% of .onion sites facilitate such criminal activity (conservative classification) [19]. Lately, the Dark Net has also become soaring with marketplaces that provide security breaching services. Organized crime has taken benefit of the anonymity feature presented by the Dark Net [20], specifically the Tor network, to hide their illegal activities. In addition to that, more novice cyber criminals are beginning to partake in such activities due to the affordable entry level and prospect of attaining great sums of money. A 2017 study by Europol [21] points out that Dark Net meeting places in the heyday of 2013, early example of Bitcoin ransoms), WannaCry (hit more than 300 000 devices in 150 countries in May 2017, attributed to North Korea), Petya (discovered in 2016, overwrites master boot records instead of file encryption) and GoldenEye (a variant of Petya that severely affected Ukraine in 2017) [25].

According to Europol [21], ransomware, together with information stealers, are the two most dominant malware threats, and the development and propagation of such software sits at the core of cyber-dependent crime. Security experts have estimated that $1bn was deposited into Bitcoin wallets associated with ransomware cyber criminals in 2016 alone. This makes it an incredibly lucrative business and is why criminals are now looking beyond the humble personal computer to more valuable targets such as governments, the utilities industry and larger companies [26]. In 2016, the average ransom demand was $1077, which is a triple from 2015 and an indication that the attacks focus more on businesses than individuals [27]. Furthermore, the emerging number of ransomware strains multiplied 4.3 times from Q1 2016 compared to the same period in 2017 [28].

In the early days of ransomware, cyber criminals developed and distributed ransomware for their own use. This business model has evolved into more specialised tiers, and our research has applied a stakeholder model based on [17] with the following characteristics:

- **Authors** are developers who write the ransomware source code. Ransomware instances are often based on a type or a family, and tailored according to customer demand. Authors do also provide customer support in some cases.
- **Vendors** do marketing and sale of ransomware on online marketplaces. This can be a ready-made product or customizable builder that is charged up front, or Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS). RaaS is basically renting out the software for a relatively low fixed price a week, and taking an additional cut of every ransom that is paid. Authors can also be vendors, but then they become more exposed.
- **Distributors** buy or get hold of the ransomware and distribute it through means such as spam emails, remote desktop connections, USB sticks or infected websites. Distributors are the highest risk takers since they perform the actual fraud. We also distinguish between novice and experienced distributors based on their technical skills.

RaaS is increasing in popularity [21], and has become very much similar to mainstream retailing and affiliate programs.

B. Ransomware

Ransomware is a type of malicious software (short: malware) that demands payment in exchange for a stolen functionality. The most prevalent ransomwares make use of file encryption as a means for extortion, before asking for a ransom to get the files decrypted [24]. Other types completely lock the users out of their devices, but this strategy can hinder the victim in actually paying the ransom. Examples of well-known ransomwares are Reveton (tried to pass off as an enforcement authority claiming a fine), CryptoLocker (heyday of 2013), and GoldenEye (a variant of Petya that severely affected Ukraine in 2017) [25].

According to Europol [21], ransomware, together with information stealers, are the two most dominant malware threats, and the development and propagation of such software sits at the core of cyber-dependent crime. Security experts have estimated that $1bn was deposited into Bitcoin wallets associated with ransomware cyber criminals in 2016 alone. This makes it an incredibly lucrative business and is why criminals are now looking beyond the humble personal computer to more valuable targets such as governments, the utilities industry and larger companies [26]. In 2016, the average ransom demand was $1077, which is a triple from 2015 and an indication that the attacks focus more on businesses than individuals [27]. Furthermore, the emerging number of ransomware strains multiplied 4.3 times from Q1 2016 compared to the same period in 2017 [28].

In the early days of ransomware, cyber criminals developed and distributed ransomware for their own use. This business model has evolved into more specialised tiers, and our research has applied a stakeholder model based on [17] with the following characteristics:

- **Authors** are developers who write the ransomware source code. Ransomware instances are often based on a type or a family, and tailored according to customer demand. Authors do also provide customer support in some cases.
- **Vendors** do marketing and sale of ransomware on online marketplaces. This can be a ready-made product or customizable builder that is charged up front, or Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS). RaaS is basically renting out the software for a relatively low fixed price a week, and taking an additional cut of every ransom that is paid. Authors can also be vendors, but then they become more exposed.
- **Distributors** buy or get hold of the ransomware and distribute it through means such as spam emails, remote desktop connections, USB sticks or infected websites. Distributors are the highest risk takers since they perform the actual fraud. We also distinguish between novice and experienced distributors based on their technical skills.

RaaS is increasing in popularity [21], and has become very much similar to mainstream retailing and affiliate programs.
For instance, the Satan ransomware can freely be downloaded from the Dark Net, the ransom amount can be set by the distributor, and the vendor receives 30% of the proceeds via Bitcoin [29].

III. RESEARCH METHOD

Netnography is a qualitative research direction that involves the researchers’ visual perception and reflections of a community of users active on the Internet, in our case, the Dark Net in particular. There is a lot of ongoing research on automatic crawling and extraction of quantitative data from the Deep Web (see for instance [30]), but the challenges related to hidden, invisible and non-indexable content make access to hard data very limited. We therefore chose to apply a grounded theory approach [31] to get an understanding of the phenomenon at hand. In order to pertain a systematic approach, we have applied a netnographic framework defined by Kozinets [32], which suggests a set of phases/activities to be followed throughout the study. Within netnographic literature, the ideological ecosystem of the underground economy would be classified as a topical issue network. The participants involved are physically disconnected from each other and do not have an interactive shared conversation among themselves due to the large population of registered users and the necessity to maintain anonymity. What unites them is the shared interest in a particular topic.

The remainder of this section summarizes the initial preparation phases of the study. Introspection is when we defined research question and expected outcomes, during the information phase we considered ethical questions, which is followed by inspection and selection of data collection sites. The interaction strategy defined how we were to capture and index data.

A. Introspection

Introspection is a reflective process in which the researchers start by defining their own pre-understandings, personal judgements and previous experiences related to the study. These were to a large extent related to threat modelling and a motivation to look for new data parameters that can complement historical data and expert opinions. Our intellectual curiosity was also triggered by the unexplored information potential of the Dark Net. Our impression has been that a lot of the information is greatly influenced by what is presented by mainstream media, and lacks an empirical foundation.

We expected that observing the forums and online markets within the Dark Net would give us an improved insight on how ransomware stakeholders communicate, the costs incurred on services and products needed to perform an attack, and the structure of organized crime. These observations would be perfectly aligned with the parameters needed for attacker profiling and threat prediction. Based on this, we formulated the following research questions:

1) What is the nature of activities practiced by the online community within the Dark Net marketplaces and forums?

2) How can cost data from the Dark Net be beneficial to the threat modelling process?

B. Information

Ethical dilemmas pertain to the study of online communities. It gives rise to a number of questions that vary from legal considerations to the impact of international boundaries. More issues begin to surface when research observations and interactions are done in the Dark Net.

The services sold in the markets are publicly posted for all to see. However, the personal identity of the seller is strictly confidential and all sellers go about with their activity using random pseudonyms. The seller is a suspected perpetrator of a possible crime that may drastically cost organizations huge sums of money and even worse, put people’s lives at risk if they target for instance health care systems. Asking for a user’s permission to be a participant is therefore a precarious task.

To avoid all possible legal risks that could be imposed, we decided to avoid direct communication with the users, and only record data as passive observers. Martin and Christin [33] stress two important reasons for this; firstly, the research after publication will not be pertinent to any proof for prosecution against any individual. Despite the fact that the collected information can be useful to capture the criminals, it is best advised not to mingle in such affairs. Secondly, there will be no need to ask for permissions because there will be no contact with the participant.

The pseudonyms of the users have been censored from our research data. To avoid supporting criminal activity, we decided to avoid any financial purchases of products and services sold throughout the Dark Net.

C. Inspection and selection of data collection sites

To narrow the surface of the netnographic study, we needed to select a set of sites to immerse ourselves in. Searching for suitable websites required more than a simple search of terms such as “cryptomarkets” and “dark net markets” in the surface web. Fortunately, a website that goes by the name DarkNet Stats or DNStats offers a list of the most popular Dark Net websites with statistics related to uptime and availability. We made our selection based on a set of factors defined by Kozinets [32], where relevance, activity/uptime and data richness weighted the most. We assigned scores ourselves based on available data and selected the three top websites explained below. Information was also gathered from related research, such as Bakken’s work on the cryptomarkets in the Dark Net [34] and Carbon Black’s report on the ransomware economy [17]. Our observation period was from October to December 2017.

1) Wall Street Market: This marketplace was established in 2016 and contains a variety of goods ranging from narcotics to computer crime. Table I shows an excerpt of the inventory list from our observation period. Most of the bots and malware services are RaaS, and some of the security software are paid tutorials on how to become a hacker or how to develop exploitative code for beginners. Wall Street Market ranked low
for the factor active because it was slow to browse and load. Opening a web page on this market could take as much as 5 minutes.

TABLE I
WALL STREET MARKET PRODUCTS AND SERVICES (NOV 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Engineering</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(NARKET PRODUCTS AND SERVICES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carding</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>SECURITY SOFTWARE (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding &amp; Graphics</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software &amp; Malware</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botnets &amp; Malware</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Software &amp; Malware (194):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploits</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bots &amp; Malware (38), Exploits (6), Kits (14), Security Software (14), Other (72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kits</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Software</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security &amp; Hosting</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Hosting (6), VPN (4), Socks (3), Other (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Dream Market: Dream Market has been around since 2014, but it was not until AlphaBay was shut down in Operation Bayonet in the summer of 2017 that it became among the most popular marketplaces. At the start of our observation period, Dream Market was properly functioning and preferred over Wall Street Market because its quick response time and similar content.

Despite of this, the number of services on Dream Market were fewer than Wall Street Market, and most of them were old. In the beginning of November 2017, we started to observe a lot of website downtime. This was followed by an announcement that Dream Market was to be shut down due to a compromise by law enforcement agencies. Though unplanned from our side, this event allowed us to observe a migration of users and services during our study period, which was interesting by itself. A few mirrors of Dream Market still exist today, but are not regarded as trustworthy by the community.

3) Intel Exchange: This is the only website we selected that is not a marketplace, but a forum in which individuals discuss general topics ranging from the availability of marketplaces and their statuses to illegal activities, hacking methods and conspiracy theories. We included this site because it is the only forum that allowed members to promote their services. Other forums often restrict this feature to avoid data leaks of personal information that can help law enforcement track individuals. Alternatively, these forums suggest links to marketplaces for individuals to promote their services. For this reason, we gave Intel Exchange a high rating for its richness in data.

D. Interaction strategy

The Dark Net websites contain data of a wide range of products and services sold to members, but dominating products such as cannabis and PayPal accounts were irrelevant to our study. Therefore, the search keyword we used within the marketplaces and forums was simply “ransom”, followed by manual filtering and inspection.

Data was recorded using a spreadsheet, field notes and screen captures. It was chosen to do this manually because this has been a discovery process of the irregular and unfamiliar structure of Dark Net markets. Our data were classified based on the service sold, its price in Bitcoins (BTC), marketplace, vendor account name, product description and field notes.

RaaS price listings were recorded to retrieve cost data and compared to other studies for verification. The culture of the Dark Net community involved in the production of ransomware was analysed based on observations of textual data.

IV. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

A. Cost data

During the course of the observations, we recorded information about 20 distinct RaaS that were announced for sale on the aforementioned Dark Net marketplaces. Many of the RaaS offered similar features in their service package, such as customization. All prices were listed in Bitcoins, with one exception; a type of FUD (fully undetectable) ransomware was sold in US Dollars, so we had to make a conversion using the rate at that time (1 BTC = 16381.7 USD). The most expensive RaaS noted was the Alm4 ransomware, which roughly costed 0.458 BTC. Vendors of Alm4 set the high price due to their notable reputation on several marketplaces. The cheapest was the 6 Bitcoin ransomware easy money, which was commonly sold by different vendors across several markets.

Some of the observed RaaS products were also documented by Carbon Black in August/September 2017 [17]. In Figure 1, we have compared our findings on some of the most popular RaaS products with their data. This was useful to verify the credibility of the observed RaaS, i.e. they were not honey pots created by law enforcement officials to hunt down possible buyers of the illegal service.

Fig. 1. Comparing costs between the results of this research and Carbon Blacks.

Prices in their report were listed in US Dollars, which made it difficult to make fair comparisons because BTC to USD exchange rates fluctuated a lot during the autumn of 2017.

An indications of different prices set to the same item on two different markets was discovered on one occasion. Prices between Wall Street Market and Dream Market were considerably the same. However, one of the RaaS in Wall Street Market, offered a link in the description to another market called Berlusconi, which showed a huge difference in prices. The price listed in Berlusconi was 0.000724 BTC, whereas in Wall Street Market it was 0.000436 BTC. This gives rise to the assumption that different marketplaces may apply commissions on services sold, and the vendors apply it to service costs. However, this should not be considered as a fact, since this was observed only once.
B. Actor data

Information concerning the different stakeholders involved in the development, selling and distribution of RaaS were also identified. This includes the vendor user profiles in the Dark Net marketplaces, background and interests of distributors, and lastly, the language used by the vendors to attract customers. Observations related to authors were too sparse to make any significant conclusions.

1) Vendors: In all marketplaces, vendors are assigned badges or experience points/levels. These are calculated based on the ratings given to them by their customers after a successful transaction. When the vendor is rated high, the more trustworthy the vendor is perceived. We made an interesting observation that the majority of RaaS vendors with high ratings have this because of their drugs and ecstasy related sales in the past, and not because of ransomware. This leads us to believe that, unlike ransomware authors, vendors are not specialists on cyber crime, but general risk takers that benefit from a wide range of sales. Figure 2 shows a vendor that sells ransomware besides hash and weed on his own website. Ransomware is the only digital product sold here, which signifies how profitable it is compared to other illegal services.

![Fig. 2. Example of a popular vendor that sells illegal drugs and ransomware.](image)

Others have managed to gain average high ratings from selling other cybercrime-as-a-service items such as the trading of intellectual property or hacking of targeted individuals/businesses. Perceived trustworthiness does probably not only depend on the high rating, but also the quantity of successful purchases. Figure 3 shows a popular and trusted vendor on Wall Street Market. This vendor has managed to sell 725 items since February 2017. Most services provided by this vendor were related to fraud, the latest services sold were ransoms

![Fig. 3. Vendor statistics of one of the most popular sellers of digital goods.](image)

2) Distributors: All marketplaces conceal the identity of the buyers of a particular product or service. The usernames of the buyers who place comments and ratings on a given RaaS were hidden from the general public. However, the customer segment vendors are targeting can be easily characterized as they explicitly mention who can use these services in the service description.

A number of RaaS specify the required level of distributor expertise. Most of them insist that only experienced distributors should meddle with their product or service. Others target the less knowledgeable by offering detailed guides in pdf format and video tutorials. In Figure 4, a FUD ransomware description clearly mentions that it has been made for noobs, an internet slang term used to label novice beginners. From our recorded data of 20 RaaS, the target distributor ratio was 35% novice and 65% expert.

C. Use of media

Different media was used by the vendors to market services to potential buyers, or illustrate how the RaaS works on a victim’s computer. The type of media was limited to images attached to the service description or a link to a website with the video. No images were included in comments made by buyers. The following explains the types of media we observed and the concepts behind them.
1) Images: Images attached to the service provides a presentation of what the ransomware would look like once it infected the victims computer. Figure 5 shows a basic ransomware with instructions on how to buy Bitcoin if the victim does not have prior knowledge of the cryptocurrency. Other information include the ransom amount in USD and the time left until the ransom is increased. In some cases, vendors attached images of tools used to build the customized software included in the RaaS.

Fig. 5. Customized Stealer ransomware.

2) Videos: Video tutorials were usually added to the RaaS package sold to novice distributors. For instance, videos show how the ransomware works once the victim downloads it and unknowingly installs it on a personal computer. One video we inspected showed how all files on a Windows 7 computer were encrypted once a particular .exe file is activated. The victim can then access some parts of the OS and perform necessary actions to pay the ransom. This video was linked to the service description of a popular RaaS, and had more than 1,400 views since July 2016.

D. Hermeneutics

The qualitative approach employed during this study involved the decoding and interpretation of textual data. This data included comments made by the distributors, threads posted by forum members, and the description of the RaaS packages provided by the vendors.

1) Forum conversations: Posts and comments made on the popular forums were insufficient to fairly interpret the interactions among the stakeholders involved in RaaS. A possible explanation for this is the strict moderation of Dark Net forums that disallow any attempts to market or sell products or services. Intel Exchange was our main observation site since it does not enforce these restrictions. However, activity surrounding ransomware was quite low. From time to time, users would ask about the process of buying ransomware or which is the best marketplace. Most answers are cliché, and thus not significant in a research context. What we found to be interesting though, was how some forum users went searching for partners in the development or distribution of ransomware. For example, in the quote below, a user (maybe a would-be author?) publicly asks for partners and openly mentions that he/she is interested in cyber-security related software.

I’m currently still learning some stuff about cybersecurity. Although I’m already familiar with linux, metasploit, nmap and other software. Send me a mail to ****@m******.com

In another forum, a user wants to provide a list of emails and companies that can be infected by a USB stick in return for a ransomware.

Looking for a partner to supply ransomware i have huge email lists and some select companies to infect via usb for more payoff; almost completed this on alpha but alpha bay has been down now for days and doesn't seem to ever be on again.

In response to this request, another user (whom we assume is an author and/or distributor) wants to have more information in order to consider the deal.

What OS is being targeted. Do you have access to the corporate AV server(would make it a cakewalk)? Would you (by hand) be deploying provided malware via usb, on-site at said “companies physical locations or in a data center, if so under what jurisdiction? How much verified intel is known about the infrastructure of targeted ”companies”? Besides countless emails like Nigeria, it has a low success rate. I am trying to assess the value of target data before I speak. Good luck!

Unfortunately, the rest of this thread has been discontinued due to forum restrictions. The user that started the thread was ultimately banned from posting any further.

2) Service Reviews: Comments and reviews on purchases were in general homogeneous and short. Most comments would just praise the vendor for their service. Some customers were open about their intent behind buying the RaaS. The quote below was posted by a distributor claiming to have bought the ransomware for vengeance, but it can be disputed whether this motive is true or not, or if it justifies the action.

*** is an excellent and trustworthy vendor. The instructions are clear. The malware is powerful and the suggested distribution techniques are both...
creative and effective. Potential buyers must be familiar with using malware. I'M NOT IN THIS FOR THE MONEY. I lost a friend in Iraq, so I'm going to target ISIS/ ISIL/ Daesh/ Al Qaida and their sympathizers/associates with this. F*** you ISIS and anyone else who wants to hurt the US and our allies.

3) Service Descriptions: We applied a simple method proposed by Kozinets [32] to perform textual analysis. This was to use word frequency analysis to signify the most common words and to visualize this in a word cloud. Figure 6 shows our resulting extraction from all the RaaS service descriptions supplied by the vendors.

![Word cloud of RaaS descriptions](image)

Besides the term ransomware, terms such as windows and AES imply that most ransomware target Windows OS and the files are encrypted using AES. Most common ransomwares are the Blackmail and FUD types. Added to that, many RaaS provides instructions for distributors on how to build the source code. Bitcoins/BTC clearly overshadows other currencies, while we saw in non-malware related forums that Monero is gaining a lot of ground for drug transactions.

V. DISCUSSION

A qualitative, netnographic study is a suitable approach to get an understanding of social phenomena based on limited sets of unstructured data. However, results from such a study should be considered to be more in the line of indications and norms rather than cold hard facts. We would like to mention the main limitations we encountered, and that can pose a threat to the validity of our investigations.

In general, analysis on qualitative data can be questionable when it is difficult to verify the reliability of the collected data. Most of the data collected for this research is based on observations of the Dark Net, however, some services may be a hoax or a decoy placed by law enforcement officials to attract possible ransomware distributors. The best way to make sure that offers were not made by fake vendors, was by focusing on users that had high reputations on the marketplaces. This filtration limited the vendor data.

The tightly closed structure of the Dark Net imposed tough barriers that were virtually impenetrable as long as the researchers are passive observers. It seems like authors of ransomware are highly sensitive to exposing their activity to the Dark Net community. Some forums and platforms that these authors are known to be active on, required either an invitation code from a registered user or an overpriced registration fee as high as 1 BTC. Consequently, it was difficult to attain enough data about the development and maintenance of ransomware source codes. This means that the author stakeholder we set out to investigate is still somewhat of a dark horse.

The marketplaces on the Dark Net are global. Some marketplaces are only offered in one specific language or offer products and services to a particular country and do not ship abroad. For instance, some of the most popular and widely spread ransomwares originate from Russian marketplaces that are written in the Russian language. Therefore, a linguistic bias was limiting this research. We could have employed automatic translation engines to somewhat overcome this, but even better, having a team of researchers with knowledge of different languages and cultures would provide less biased reflections and observations. We would also like to point out that there are online communities that are involved in the creation and distribution of malicious software that exchange information outside of the Dark Net. This has been out of scope for us, but we know from the research of Holt et al. [35] that communication practices differ from one community to another based on their local preferences. For instance, Russians cyber criminals tend to prefer Internet Relay Chats (IRC) or forums to communicate, whereas Turkish peers use instant messaging methods and email.

We chose to dig deep into just a few of the most popular and stable sites for malware instead of crawling for data among the thousands of sites that were available. We also limited our observations to a few months. Scaling-up the scope of this research is currently ongoing and future work, but we believed that this initial study was necessary to establish an empirically founded benchmark. The Dark Net has mostly been referenced in academic papers for other trending topics that are hardly related to cyber security, such as drug trade or child sexual abuse. To obtain a greater dataset, we would need to automate the data collection to a greater extent. We also believe that monitoring the data collection sites for a longer time span would probably offer information about cost data fluctuations with respect to external factors such as competitiveness, consumer demand and supply of quality source codes. This analysis can also be based on data dump archives, which are available for a lot of the Dark Net marketplaces.

Regarding our first research question, we believe that we were able to observe and classify the main social activities, especially related to the vendors and distributors of ransomware. The second research question guided us to attain knowledge about how cheap it is to obtain a RaaS, as the investment cost can be as low as zero. This tells us that almost any motivated attacker is a potential threat, while costs and capabilities are lesser obstacles.

As a final point, we believe that the Dark Net ecosystem
for ransomware is a topic deserves attention and continued research. It seems to be growing to maturity, and supports a set of specialized stakeholders that relate to similar market forces as ordinary businesses. This is despite that law enforcement agencies are continuously taking down illegal sites. According to Europol [21], the availability of cybercrime tools and services on the Dark Net appears to be growing relatively faster than more established market commodities such as drugs.

VI. CONCLUSION

The objective of this research has been to attain a broad understanding of the activities within the Dark Net that expand the economy of cyber crime, specifically ransomware. The activities of vendors and distributors can be directly observed, while the ransomware author is typically a dark horse. Though the majority of ransomware target experienced distributors, a significant portion is also made for novice distributors, who are offered simple step-by-step guides on how to attack their victims. The same ransomwares seem to have the same price across different marketplaces, and vendors refer to their various user names in an openly manner. It seems like a large portion of the ransomware vendors have built their reputation by selling drugs and other illegal goods, not necessarily ransomware. The transfer of vendor statistics from one marketplace to another is a clear indication that administrators are in contact with each other, or might even be part of the same crews. Despite numerous takedowns by law enforcement agencies around the world, the ransomware ecosystem is growing and evolving. A continuous analysis of the popular types ransomware sold to distributors can give an early warning on attacks-soon-to-come and thus improve our cyber security situational awareness.
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